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College is more than an institution of higher education in the liberal arts and professional fields. College is a learning center. Not only are we
taught English, math, and science by the professors who make up the teaching staff, but we are taught about life through experience. Experience is
sometimes a hard teacher, she gives the test first and the lesson afterwards. We learn about human nature, and of course academic subjects but most
important of all we learn about ourselves. This is a never ending task because we as people are forever changing. Each facet of college is important to
the development of a well rounded person. Academics is the main goal of a college but "book knowledge" is worth far more when coupled with
practical experience. Sports, special interest organizations, and social events are a variety of modified classrooms. It is just as important to decide
what to become involved in as it is to become involved. The dining hall, mailroom, ball field or court, parking lot and even Lankford mall provide a
place for the lessons life has to offer. Dorm life is just one aspect of college that requires learning to adjust to sharing our private lives with another
person. Many times this person is a complete stranger and sometimes it is someone who we thought we knew but in time we find out differently. The
classroom experience demands a desire to learn and effort on the part of the individual and the indispensable element of self-disdpline. Things such
as sharing— rooms, mailboxes, showers, etc. , waiting in line (something no one can escape) and those infamous "out of order" signs that appear on
everything from the washer and dryer to the pinball machines, are part of our daily lives. All of these situations and circumstances we face should not
be viewed as problems or obstacles but rather as opportunities for growth. Some of these "things that can happen" do not require solutions or even
analyzation but are best passed off with a grin. Those who will be graduating and going out into the world may realize that college is just another stage
in the series of hellos and goodbyes, of new faces and old friends, of anticipation and memories that make up life. College is a time to develop our
minds, our character and ability to succeed as people. It is a time of pursuit of knowledge and of happiness. College is a time of redirection— we
may not know for sure where we are going or where we will end up but we are surely on our way.
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It Can Happen To You .
.
three
It Can Happen To You
. .
.
* a fire alarm at 2am, 3am . .
.
* out of order: washer, TV, soda machine, room
* a scalding shower casualty
* sunburn or tan from atop of a dorm roof
* getting caught in the rain
* a toilet papered room or car
* cancelled class
* a haircut — mohawk style?
* getting a package or letter
* the college plus — ten pounds
* phone calls — phone bills
* registering for classes and the computer
telling you that you don't go the Longwood
* dropping a dining hall tray
* getting commended by CHI
* a parking ticket from "nighty watch"
* getting stuck in an elevator
* being named "player of the week"
* losing a contact lens
* just about anything can happen, and many
times it is the least expected thing
that does happen.
Oversleep — Dean's List — Munchies
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All-Nighters — Spring Fever — Missing I.D
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Thinking is hard work!
The best ofboth worlds— sunshine and knowledge
Some books are to be tasted, others to be swal-
lowed, and some few to be chewed and digested.
Francis Bacon
A man's mind stretched by a new idea can never go back to its original
dimensions.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
The World of Books
Mental jogging — exercise tor the brain
"Whenever I feel like stud\-ing I lie down until the
feeling goes awav."
QUIET! Student stud\-ing — sleeping?
"The more I study the more I know?"
Life is something that happens to us while we are
making other plans.
Longwood is . . .
eight
If college fails to teach a man to
think, understand people, and place
his priorities in line; it fails to teach
him anything of any relative value.
Many Things to Many People
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SPORTS
Sports at Longwood cover a diverse scope of athletics
ranging from intercollegiate competition to the special
Olympics. There are also several club and intramural
activities available to the Longwood student. The athletic
program saw the realization of a ten year dream with the
completion of Lancer Hall, which houses Longwood's 15
intercollegiate sports as well as the Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation Department. The new $4.5
million complex provides excellent facilities such as a
dance studio, Olympic size swimming pool, weight
room, and a gymnasium with permanent seating for
3,000 people. The new baseball park complete with dug-
outs, stands, and electric scoreboards was another addi-
tion to the program. Several of both the men's and
women's teams participated and placed in regional and
national competition this year.
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SOFTBALL
The 1981 Women's Softball Team: Kay Aultman, Molly Bell, Pam
Cauley, Lynne Gilbert, Kathy Gunning, Beverly Harris, Debra Hood,
Donna Kanary,.Janet Long, Desiree McNiece, Madeline Moose, Karen
Savarese, Betty Stanley, Deb Taylor, Cindy Walsh, Cheryl Womack
fifteen
BASEBALl
Longwood's Baseball Team is giving
a good show in Division II play thus far
this season. Coach Buddy Bolding is
expecting good things this year, de-
spite the rugged schedule including
several Division I teams. Some
talented newcomers in addition to the
solid foundation of returning players
is the squad that plays "sure out de-
fense" and "pressure offense." Doug
Toombs, 1980 All American catcher,
lead the nation last year in batting with
an average of .565 and continues to
lead the Lancers in hits this year. The
Lancers are also getting help at the
plate froQi sophomore David Rum-
burg who is hitting .483 with 29 RBI's,
and freshman Sonny Bolton who is
batting a .400. Centerfielder, John
Crosby, is the all-time NCAA leader in
stolen bases, averaging 1.32 steals per
game. The Lancers Mickey Roberts,
1981 Longwood Baseball Team: (front row) John SuUivan, David Rumburg, Eddie Bumette
Bruce Morgan, Rusty Bowlin, Ron Jones, Sonny Bolton, (second row) Tim Lowery, Duayni
Kendnck, Charles Hagar, Doug Toombs, Jim Thacker, Tim Kendrick, Bill Catron, (third row
{^""j.J^V'P^^^y ^'""^y' ^^"7 Gordon, Richard Vaught, Don Cahoon, Donnie MowbrayDavid Mitchell, Mickey Roberts, Coach Buddy Bolding.
Bruce Morgan slides into third base after hustling
out a triple against Hampden Sydney.
A Tiger bites the dust — Lancer catcher Doug
Toombs catches a called third strike on Hampden
Sydney's Nelson Fisher.
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Best Start Ever
Xo
6 SAnny Bolton ss
.9 RiAty Bowlin OF
V^ Edoie Bumette OF
H Don Cahoon
Bill Catron
P
A P
'\ John £;;rosby CF
14 \ Barry Gordon C-DH
20 ^V Chuck Hagar 3B
13 \ Ron Jon^s IB
12 \^ Duayne Kendrick OF
2 Tim Kendtick C
19 Tjm Lowery P
1 Di(vid MitcHeU
Bnice Morgan
P
8 LF
21 Donnie Mowbjay P
23 Mickey Roberts P
10 David Rumburg 28
11 John SuIHvan 2B
4 Jim Thacker Rf
15 Doug Toonibs C
17 Denny Ulrey-
V
^B
22 Richard Vaught \ P
who made Longwood histon' last vear
when he pitched a no-hitter against
Houghton, has the potential to be one
Longwood's all-time great pitchers.
As a whole the team is doing well ^N-ith
a record of 18-8 as of April 13, and
defeated Lynchburg for the first time
ever, 11-10. With such top-notch per-
formances and the completion of a
new baseball park complete with dug-
outs, stands, and electric scoreboard,
the Lancer team is e.xpected to con-
tinue the best start ever.
Longivoods first baseman Ron Tones awaits a
pitch in early season action.
.\nother stolen base — all time collegiate base-
*•
stealing champ, John Crosby shows ho-iv it is
™i done by stealing second base.
Morgan Special — Longwood's Bruce Morgan
^forms his specialty with a bunt against Hamp-
^n Sydney.
seventeen
MEN'S TENNIS
This was the first year for men's tennis
at Longwood. The lack of match experi-
ence and practice, and lack of depth took
its toll on the netters this season. Coach,
Dr. Al Voder's, goal of getting the pro-
gram started on a solid foundation was for
the most part realized. Freshman, Beck
Haviland, won several singles matches
and teamed up with Gus Leal to win
several more decisions in the doubles
category. Sophomores, Jeff Wall and
Rich Wilkerson aided in victory against
Eastern Mennonite. Next year will bring
high expectations for the returning Lan-
cer netters.
1981 Lancer Tennis Team: Dr. All Yoder (coach), Jeff Wall, Richard Wilkerson, John Todd, Beck Haviland, Gus
Leal, Frank Novak.
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Lancer netter, Richard Wilkerson, reaches for a
forehand volley.
Longwood's number one singles player, John
Todd, warms up with a cross court passing shot.
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
lACROSS.
Kneeling: Kim Wood, Jo Jacobs, Cindy Swoope, Jeannie Wakelyn, Denise Snader (co-captain), Tina
Sears, Kay Schmidt, Terry Chumley, Gayle Schuler. Sitting: Mary Milne, Debbie Cosby, Joni
Matson, Mary King, Mindy Allman, Cherie Stevens, Lori Horton, Lorrie Gareber, Betty Jo Casey.
Standing: Sherry Gallop, Chris Mayer, Jaruce Johnson, Kim Fuhr, Lydia Rice, Kathy Tillar, Sharon
Payne, Susan Melvin, Jane Miller (coach). Absent: Cindy Dropeski (co-captain), Pam Putney, Kathy
Klebert, Judy Carmody (manager).
Leading scorer Chris Mayer cuts for a Longwood B.J. Casey reaches for a pass from a teammate.
twenty
Longwood's Lacrosse team defeated
Bridgewater 6 to 5 to claim the VAIAW
Division III Lacrosse Tournament
Championship. This is the first state title
in Lacrosse for Longwood, and Coach
Miller is very proud of her girls. "They
are a real credit to Longwood College."
They have been said to be one of the
most poised and patient teams in Divi-
sion in. The team is well balanced and
has no superstars — everyone contrib-
utes. Longwood sent three of its play-
ers, Denise Snader, Debbie Cosby, Cin-
dy Dropeski, to the Division III All-
tournament Team. Coach Miller
summed up the season this way, "...
the team has by far exceeded my ex-
pectations. I think they even surprised
themselves."
Mary King defends against Hollins.
Co-captain Denise Snader carries the ball down
field.
twent\'-one
FALL
SPORTS
SOCCER
Opponent Sssm
Catawba 8-1
North Corolino Wesleyan 1
Trenton State 3
Rcxtnoke 2
Averett 2 4
Greensboro 6
Valley Forge Christian 7
Delaware Volley 4 1
Cobrini 3 2
Allentown 2 1
Virginia Commonwealth 1 3
Mory Washington 1
UNC-Greensboro 2 3
Lynchburg 1 5
Richmond 5 1
Hompden-Sydney 2-1
FIELD HOCKEY
Opponent Score
Mory Woshington 3-1
Lynchburg 3-2
nvitational Tournament
1-1Appolochion St.
Dovis & Elkins 2
Maryland 2
Clemson 2 2
AVirginia 5
Duke 4 2
William 8. Mory 1 2
Eostern Kentucky 1
Vanderbilt 1 1
Bluegrass Club 1
Old Dominion 1
VCU 4-0
James Madison 1-2
Virginia Tech 0-1
Richmond 2-1
VAIAW State Tournament (5th place)
0-2Virginia
Virginia Tech 2-1
AIAW Reaior II Tournament (6th place)
0-2William & Mary
Clemson 2-1
James Madison 0-1
VOLLEYBALL
Opponent Score
James Madison 7-15 10-15
Louisburg 13-15 13-15
Liberty Baptist 15-11 15-11 15-8
Randolph Mocon W.C. 15-12 13-15 15-8 15-11
Christopher Newport 15-4 15-9
Hampton Institute 15-9 15-7
Virginio Intermont 15-6 15-9
Roanoke 13-15 15-10 15-10
Radford 9-15 7-15
Lynchburg 10-15 6-15
Emofy-& Henry 3-15 2-15
Williom & Mary 2-15 5-15
Hollins 15-10 15-2 15-6
George Mason 15-13 13-15 12-159-15
Southern Seminary 15-3 15-7
Bridgewoter 11-15 7-15
Lynchburg 5-15 14-16 11-15
Eastern Mennonite 12-15 15-12 15-8
Mory Washington 12-15 8-15
Louisburg 7-15 11-153-15
VAIAW Di ision III State Tournament
Rondolph Mocon W.C 15-8 13-15 15-11
Lynchburg 6-15 6-15
Roanoke 15-9 15-6
Hollins 7-15 9-15
Radford 9-15 15-17
twenty-two
WRESTLING
OoDonent Score
Richmond 12-42
George Woshington 3-47
Washington & Lee 20-32
Lynchburg 18-29
Newport News Apren. 18-41
Hompton Institute 9-45
Washington S. Lee 24-35
Newport News Apren. 22-27
Lynchburg 31-29
Richnnond 19-26
Horripden-Sydney 15-34
Towson State 6-47
Howard 26-25
Loyola 25-21
Elon 5-48
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Rodford S4-62
Ddowore Siote 47-^
Chwteito" (WV) 5fr«
Davis & Ehim sc^si
Jomet Moirton 74.78
WMiem Corolni 4a.73
Pembfok* Slote 4 74
GeofgeMoson 74-79
Williom & Mory 4J.64
Morylond £ostefn Shore 79.63
UNC-&eenjboro 72-50
Liberty Bopt.st 5271
Rodford 76-92
Richmond 85-53
Randolph-Mocon '.syj
Virginio Common '*'-" .->,i
MENS BASKETBALL
Ooponent Score
Morylond Eostem Shore 62-54
Lincoln 78-64
Salem 69-70
Piedmont 96-76
Voorhees 51-52
Southeosfern 100-63
Liberty Boptist 69-59
Bryant 62-63
Widener 83-64
Baptist 82-38
Rhode Island College 87-53
Centrol Connecticut State 64-68
Lemoyne 96-75
Alaska-Fairbanks 88-78
Alosko-Foirbonks 84-50
Alaska-Anchorage 61-77
Alasko-Anchorage 67-66
Quinnipioc 66-54
East Stroudsburg State 53-54
Maryland Eastern Shore 75-82
Radford 57-58
Virginia State 85-94
Liberty Baptist 92-79
Pembroke Stote 62-61
Rodtord 64-47
Howord 95-77
North Carolina Central 99-71
GYMNASTKS
Qpoonent
East Carolir^o, Nov^
Slippery Rock, James Modiso*
Virginia Club
Morylond Boltirrxjre County
East Strousburg
Radford
East Corolino, Virginio Tech
William & Mary
Score
120,35 112^ '00.65
110.80 t'9.85 ''750
'20-20 49.85
'16-20 '05.6C
126-65 ''9 35
127 80 '27^
129.75 '20 40 77.80
128 55 '2230
Toumofnent Comoetition
VAIAW GymrKlstics OxampkJnships-Longwood seconc over-
oil, fir^ in Division II
AIAW Division II RegionQl-Longwood second
AIAW Division II Notidoal Gymnastics
Championships
Idelson 8th in beam, 26th oll-oroond
Pillow 18th in voulting, 45th oll-oroLnd
Chondler 22nd in floor exercise, 50th a*l-oroi^id
twentv-three
MEN'S GOLF
The men's golf team closed out its sea-
son with a record of 10-2, the most wins
ever for a Longwood men's golf team.
The previous record was 7-5 back in
1979. Junior, Tim White, Longwood'
s
first All-American golfer is the team
leader. Coach, Steve Nelson, feels that
he has a team of the future and is looking
forward to next year.
1981 Men's Golf Team; Sitting — David Moore.
Standing — Steve Nelson (coach). Rick Currier,
Rick CoUier, Jim Burton, Todd Atkinson, Stan Ed-
wards. Top row — Tim White, Robert Boyd. Ab-
sent: Richard Miller, Glenn Bugg.
twenty-four
WOMEN'S GOLF
i^-*^^-^^^ 1981 Women's Golf Team; Front row — Barbara
«9ii. '.:,./ '^^"' Smith (coach), Robin Andrews, Susan Morgan,
Chervl Dufort. Back row — Kav Smith, Janet K&h",
Emilv Fletcher, Sharon Gillmore.
twent^--five
LANCER WRESTLINGj
Mike Freischlag (flashlight) works for a takedown
Front row: Chad Roll, Bob Hulsey, Frank Denaro, Gary Walker,. Back row: Mike Freischlag, Steve Shennett, Joe Bass, Frank Hormuth,
Steve Nelson. Absent: Derick Wolf, Roy Carswell, Mike Groff.
twenty-six
All wrapped up — Longwood's Bob Hulsev has a
decided upper hand on his opponent.
Longwood's 1980-1981 wrestling team
won more matches than the t\v'o pre-
vious teams combined while finishing
with a 3-12 record. Under the direction
of first year coach Steve Nelson, the Lan-
cer grapplers defeated Lynchburg 31-29,
Howard University 26-25, and Loyola of
Baltimore 25-21, while wrestling com-
petitively against a rugged schedule.
Nelson brought new enthusiasm and
spirit to a program which had won but
two matches in two previous years.
Leading the way for Longwood was Joe
Bass who logged an overall record of
11-8 while wrestling at 177, 190, and
heavyweight. Bass scored several wins
in the heavyweight class and competed
in the NCAA Division II Eastern Region-
als at 177, finishing 5th out of 12 com-
petitors. Other top performers for Long-
wood included: Steve Shennett, Mike
Freischlag, and Frank Denaro. Nelson is
extremely optimistic about the 1981-19S2
season with a solid group of returnees
and what should be a talented group of
recruits.
jncer Bob Hulsey prevents an escape attempt.
t\vent%--5even
GYMNASTICS
TALENTED — That is the first word
that comes to mind upon considering
Longwood's 1980-1981 gymnastics
team. The team was young, 8 out of the
12 were first time members. Coach, Ruth
Budd, told of the talented team who has
a lot of enthusiasm and works well
together. Longwood gymnastics team
placed second in the VAIAW State Gym-
nastics Meet at James Madison on March
1, 1981. Coach Ruth Budd pointed out
that her team topped the other Division
II competitors, Radford, William &
Mary, losing only to Division I James
Madison. Longwood was represented in
the AIAW Division II Gymnastics Cham-
pionships. This year three gymnasts
competed in the preliminary round. Out
of 100 plus competitors. Pillow, Idelson,
and Chandler tied for 22nd in the floor
exercises with a score of 8.6. Despite
strong showings and high scores by each
girl only Idelson qualified for the finals.
Kathy's 8.55 score on the beam gave her
8th place finish in the nation. Everyone
was pleased with the results. Coach
Budd, Kathy, her teammates, and the
parents of these girls, not to mention
their fans back at Longwood. Idelson be-
came Longwood's first All-American in
any sport two years ago when she
finished seventh at nationals in floor ex-
ercise. Then last year she finished 13th in
beam and 14th in floor exercises. Coach
Budd felt that all three gymnasts did an
excellent job in representing their team
in the toughest competition of the year,
especially Monica since it was her first
time at nationals.
Kathy's on the beam — Kathy Idelson performs on
the balance beam, an event in which she placed 8th in
the nation.
Lancer, Kim Pickel, displays grace and dexterity in
the floor exercises.
twenty-eight
They Do Longwood Proud
.
.
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^II^^^BB 1981 Lancer Gymnastics Team: Front row— Lynn Conkwright (Asst coach), Ruth Budd (coach)
^^ Back row — Kim Pickel, Margi Janger, Kathy Idelson, Margie Fenton, Kathv Brailev, Jaudon
Conkwright, Sherri Meeks, Felicia Manns, Monica Chandler, Sharon Pillow, N.anc\- Pierce Lisa
VVmkler.
Kathy Idelson displays good form in her tloor exer-
cise.
audon Conkwright executes a manuever on the
?eam.
tv\"ent\"-nine
LADY LANCERS BASKETBALL
Paige Moody fires a jump shot and Sue Naughton
prepares to rebound.
Lady Lancers map plans on the sideline in the Old
Dominion contest.
4 S ^ t 9i^ff
1980-81 Lady Lancer Basketball Team: First row: Connie Murray, Robyn Goff, Brenda Fettrow, Beth Roakes, Patty Lia, Joanne McAlhster. Second row:
Asst. Coach Jane Miller, Donna Braden (manager), Paige Moody, Sue Naughton, Theresa Ferrante, Karen Savarese, Cmdy Eckel, Robm Hungate,
Desiree McNiece, Winona Bayne (manager). Head Coach Carolyn Hodges. Absent: Linda PuUen.
thirty
iTheresa Ferrante stretches for a rebound against
The Lady Monarchs.
Coach Carolyn Hodges congratulates Cindv Eckel,
Co-Player of the Year of the VAIAW Di\ision III
Conference.
The Lady Cagers had some quite im-
pressive achievements to show for their
hard work. Sophomore Cindv E. Eckel,
one of the leading scorers and rebound-
ers in the conference was named co-
player of the year in the VAIAW Di\-i-
sion III for 1980-81. Senior Brenda Fet-
trow joined the 1,000 point club (1,117
points) and the team set a new single
game scoring mark in a 97 to 44 win o\er
St. Mary's. The team has a positive atti-
tude and works well together. The main
goal of the team is to achieve a balanced
scoring team and to have a \s-inning sea-
son. The Lady Lancers finished this vear
with a 12-16 record.
1,000 point scorer — Brenda Fattrow, who became
the third player in Longwood's womens basketball
history to score more than 1,000 points, connects
against Richmond.
thirt\"-one
LANCER BASKETBALL
1981 Lancer Men's Basketball Team: Front
row— Ron Bash (head coach), Mitch Wal-
ker, Jim Stxsmith, Joe Remar, Orlando Tur-
ner. Second row — Darrell Jenkins, Mike
McCroey, Wilbert Hall, Thomas Alston,
Albert Jay, Martin Schoepfer (asst. coach).
Third row — Kevin Newton (asst. coach),
Jerome Kersey, Anthony EUison, Ron Orr,
Mike Wills, Adrian Lee.
Center, Ron Orr, scores an easy basket
against Bryant in the Gino's Classic.
thirty-two
Guard, Joe Remar, splits the seam between tu'o
Virginia State defenders.
Leading scorer and rebounder, Jerome Kersey,
scores "two" in a win over Southeastern.
Longwood's Jim Sixsmith drives through the Scot-
land National Team.
Longwood's men's basketball team had
an outstanding year, ringing up five
straight wins at the end of the season
and a 19-9 record in its first year in
NCAA Division II. Extensive travel, 18
games on the road, and the new Di\'ision
II foes were all factors to be considered
when looking at the Lancer's season.
The cagers were very fortunate people
this year. The team worked on getting
some exposure and ha\'ing a \s-inning
season. They did just that. Some of the
team and coach Ron Bash joume\'ed to
Alaska, followed by trips to the Eastern
shore of Maryland, Radford, etc. Their
record shows that they sureh- had a win-
ning season. The team is already work-
ing on next year, their goal is to partici-
pate in the NCAA Division II plavoffs.
thirt\--three
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1980-1981 Field Hockey Team: Julie Dayton, Kim Garber, Ten Davis, Kim Fuhr, Betty Stanley, Mary King, Betty Jo Casey, Kathy Devine,
Chris Mayer, Mary Milne, Mindy Allman, Janet Long, Nancy Johnson.
Junior Varsity
Lisa Horton
Cynthia Swoope
Barbara Bucker
Jeannie Wakelyn
Vanessa Burchell
Susan Melvin
Lorrie Garber
Bridgette McCarthy
Terry Chumley
Karen Kilmer
Kathy Bonin
Mary Holup
Cherie Stevens
Joan Matson
Donna Kanary
thirt\"-fi^-e
1980-81 Soccer Team: Front row— Tom Garnett, Wayne Mayo, Kurt Peters, Jeff Carino, Dave Via, Ed Dikun. Second row — Mike Lewis, Nick Panara,
Tim Brennan, Joe Parker, Mark DeLaurentis, Gustavo Leal, Mark Conte, Jerry Gilleland. Tfiird row— Coach Rich Posipanko, Dan Sawick, Lee Jenkins,
Beck Haviland, Steve McC-url, Mike McGeehan, Eric Price, Dana Gregg, Jack Thomas (head student trainer), HoUis Powers (trainer). Absent: Ken Gebbie.
thirty-six
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VOLLEYBALL
Sharon Will
Julie Petefish
Kathy Gunning
Madeline Moose
Connie Murray
Patti Adams
Jeannie Breckenridge
Mimi Dreher
Joyce Pool
Corren Samuel
Duquette
thirty-eight
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SPRING
SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Opponent Score
Randolph-Macon (Ashland 3-6
Mary Washington
James Madison 0-9
Mary Baldwin 3-6
Lynchburg {forfeit by Lynchburg)
Southern Seminary 9-0
Randolph Macon Women's College 0-9
Hollins 1-8
Sweet Briar 4-5
Christopher Newport 6-2
Hollins 2-7
Virginia Commonwealth 3-6
Lynchburg 2-7
Roanoke 6-3
Averett (forfeit by Averett)
Bridgewoter 1-8
VAIAW Division III State Toumament
Longwood tied for 12th
SOFTBALL
Opponent Score
Mary Washington 0-1
Mary Washington 7-6
Liberty Boptist 7-10
Ferrum 16-0
Charleston 0-3
Virginio 5-3
Virginia 5-2
Virginia 5-8
Virginia 1-0
Eastern Mennonite 8-3
Eastern Mennonite 13-0
Ferrum 15-3
Ferrum 10-0
VAIAW Division III State Fast Pitch Toumament
Averett 16-2
George Mason 1-3
Averett 9-4
George Moson 0-2
LACROSSE
Opponent ScQIfi.
Mary Washington 7-9
Randolph Macon (Ashland) 7-5
Sweet Briar 8-2
Hollins 8-4
Richmond 9-13
Roanoke 7-6
Lynchburg 5-5
James Madison 6-12
Bridgewoter 8-7
Randolph Mocon Women's College 14-3
VAIAW Division III State Tournament
Sweet Briar 4-2
Lynchburg 6-4
Bridgewoter 6-5
AIAW Division III National Toumament
MEN'S TENNIS
Opponent Score
Chorleston 1-8
Emory & Henry 2-7
King 4-5
Ferrum 2-7
Mary Washington 4-5
Hompden-Sydney 0-9
Eastern Mennonite 5-i
Virginia Wesleyon 0-9
UNC-Greensboro 0-9
Randolph-Macon 1-8
Averett 3-6
Virginio Commonwealth 0-9
Roanoke 1-8
Christopher Newport 1-8
forty
IWOMEN'S GOLF
Events Score
Longwood Invitational 3rd out of seven
Blue Ridge Mountaineer Invitational 8th out of ten
James Modison Invitational 2nd out of six
Mary Baldwin Invitational 1st out of two
AIAW Region II Championship 2nd out of two
Duke Fall Invitational 7th out of twelve
Lody Tar Heel Invitational 23rd out of 27
VAIAW Stole Team Tournament 3rd out of four
Kay Smith, medalist in one-doy VAIAW State Open |
Robin Andrews, medalist in the Mary Baldw in Invitotional
Robin Andrews, tied for second out of 57 in o ne-doy Duke Invit
Robin Andrews, I'lth out of 132 in Lody To Heel Invitational
Longwood Invitational 3rd out of 7
Duke Spring Invitationol 1 0th out of 1
8
University of Kentucky Invitational 1 7th out of 18
Morsholl University Invitotional 5th out of I I
Koy Smith, seventh out of 34 in Longwood nvitational
Kay Smith, tenth out of 58 Marshall Invitotionol
Robin Andrews, 13th out of 90 in Duke Invitotional
AIAW Division II Notional Tournoment QPPO"^"' BASEBALL Score
Guilford 6-2
Guilford 3-2
NC Wesleyon (10 innings) 11-7
5l, Pauls 31-3
Virginia Wesleyon 8-3
Virginia Wesleyon 0-3
University of DC (no hitter) 4-0
University of DC 26-2
West Virginia Tech 6-2
West Virginia Tecfi 19-1
Hompden-Sydney 6-11
Woshington & Lee 11-5
King 10-6
King 11-2
Bristol 12-1
Georgetown (DC) 4-5
Georgetown (DC) 3-6
Hampden-Sydney 9-10
Norfolk State 0-6
Norfolk State 8-9
Colgate 7-6
Colgate 9-0
Virginia Military Institute 15-4
Duke 6-9
St. Marys 4-13
Lynchburg 11-10
Virginia Tech 3-13
Liberty Baptist 0-14
Bowie Stote 3-5
Bowie State 16-5
Virginia 6-11
Gollaudet 7-1
Golloudet 5-4
Liberty Baptist 13-19
Mount St. Marys 9-5
Mount St. Marys 12-6
Washington & Lee 14-3
MCNS UOLf
V.-^"- >-,, '.•,"/^. '/jl
.
'•^*»^^ *•*-«-, l-i^y*' > :
Koan^jc lr<vitatponaM.ano<wod witi ou> o< 10
Elon College Toumomenf-Longvood KMi out of <0
Motch Ploy:
Longwood 319, Greerxfaoro 320, Ljmti-jr« Ji3. '^<«C
Greeniboro 323
Woihingion & Lee 387. VAW 399, LongiKXid 401
.
Bnd^ao-
te'440
Longwood 309, RorvMpbMxon 328. AiWvy Watfw^Mn
363
Longwood 331, A»e»ef 348
Longwood 322, Mory WojJw^on 360
Longwood 297, RondO<p»i-Mocon 319, Hewvv '.r-l
App<enltce 325
Tourrysment Roy:
William & Mory-KingsmH InvtTotiorv^
Longwood lOlhoutof 15
Tim While 3rd out of 75
Virginia fntercotiegklte Tournoment
Longwood lOtfi out of 18
Newport News Apprentice Tourrvynent
Longwood 5th o'j* o* 5
foit\'-one
Our Club Sports — Riding
^-
Coach Mary Whitlock Bryan Fan-ar, Shannon Chambers, Laurie Dowling, Jennifer Ferguson, Carol Gardner, Beth Parker, Kathy
Redmon, Pam Svoboda, Robyn Walker, Beth Wiley.
Shc£
,«:,«,^a «b
$
S;^ Fboe
WiUiun&Maiy lathy B«Jm(w
^,!irn
,„m,„,^^. 5lh novicp-fences
Sw^lB^c
P,™S.„bo*
irr
Jennifer Fwguson
bth open-flat
Kathy Redmun
Beth WUcy
^^a.,
Virpnia r.^^^
3rd opcn-ll*i
'"^'"'"*^
^"^iir
CrelCrdnn
4th ftoviwfenofs
UoritDowbrg
l.ino«rf-i
Niliona] Qu.a]ifien: Svoboda.
forty-two
Rugby
% -m
•V-
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fortv-three
Student Athletic Trainers
The goal of this program at Long-
wood is the care and prevention of
athletic iniuries.j
Denise Snader, Jack Thomas, Bev Har-
ris, Winona Bayne, Steve Huber, Lisa
Shively, Kathy Idelson, Robert Smith,
Bill Galloway, Robyn Goff, Rosemary
Turney, Bridget McCarthy, Steve
McGurl, Peel Hawthorne, Hollis W.
Powers.
forty-four
Intramural Athletic Association
1980-1981 I.A.A. Results
Flag Football women Crazy 8's
men TMI
Tennis Singles women Cheryl Moore
men John Todd
Track & Field women Patt\' Lia
men Jeff Wall
Ultimate Frisbee TMII
Bowling women Frazer SCs
men Boinkers
Volleyball Inter, women CurT>- Crust>-'s
men Keggers
Pool women JuhePetefish
men DaNid Mitchell
Swimming Relays women Nippers
men Ke^ers
Basketball Beg. women
Basketball Interwomen Phantoms
A. men Salt & Pepper
B. men New Edition
Foul Shooting women Ellen Ferguson
men Doug Harris
Ping Pong women Marae Swale
men Dormie Reese
Volleyball Co-ed Boinkers
Badminton Doubles women Elaine Olav
Julie Petefish
men Lakev & Baglev
Spades women KeUy Mills
men Gre^ Rollins
Intertube Water Polo TM
Termis Doubles women
men
Pa\Tie & Dropeski
Lakev & Baglev
Softball Beg, women AfA'
Inter, women Craz%- 8s
men lAA'
ALL SPORTS TROPHY
Women ATT
Men Bwnkers (Ddta Sigma Phi)
forU'-five
The Year of
I II I-
,*-i
forty-six
the Disabled
I ;v^^
fort\-seven
FACES
forty-eight
tort\-rune
KATHRYN ABERNATHY: Biology-
Earth Science major; Beta Beta Beta; Lyn-
ches Society.
KENDALL ADAMS: Art major; Pi Kap-
pa Phi; Women's Tennis Team manager;
Cheerleading; Intramural athletics; Resi-
dent Assistant.
CHERYL ADKINS: Home Economics
major; Business Administration minor;
Kappa Omicron Phi, sec; Alpha Lamb-
da Delta, pres.; Virginia Home Econo-
mics Assoaation, student member; Wes-
ley Foundation, sec; Diane Collet Scho-
larship; Nell H. Griffin Scholarship;
Worthy Johnson Crafts Scholarship.
SUSAN ALEXANDER: Biology major.
ANNE ALFANO
HUBERT ALLEN
JANET ALLEN
THOMAS ALSTON: Therapeutic Re-
creation major; Gospel Choir; Men's Bas-
ketball.
JOYCE ANDERSON
fifty
SENIORS
A senior's desk consists of many memorable things.
REBECCA BAILEY
KATHRYN BARBER: Elementary
Education major; Concert Choir.
ANDREE BARSONY: Elementary
Education major, K-3; Baptist Student
Union; Orientation leader.
AMANDA BATEMAX; English major;
English Majors Qub; Lambda lota Tau.
KATHERIXE ANN BEALE
MOLLY BELL
VICKIE HERMAN: Elementar>- Educa-
tion major, K-3; Dance Compainy.
ARLENE BEST
TAMARA BIRD: Elementari- Education
major; Student Govt. Assoc., president;
Alpha Gamma Delta, \ice-president:
Head Colleague; Orientation leader: Dis-
tinguished Ser\ice to Longwood College
Award; Geist; Alpha Lambda Delta;
Kappa Delta Pi; Who's Who; Oktoberfest
usher.
SUZANNE BIRDSALL
fiftv-one
ROBYN BLACK: Business Administra-
tion major; Psychology minor; Baptist
Student Union, president; Student
Alumni Assoc; The Rotunda, business
manager; Junior and Senior class secre-
tary; Student Govt., senator; Phi Mu,
chaplain; Orientation leader.
NANCY BLACKBURN
FRANKLIN BOWMAN: Physics and
Chemistry major; Math minor; Alpha
Phi Omega, first vice-president; The
Virginian, photographer; Campus Police
Student Auxiliary; Minithon Run; Bas-
ketball and Volleyball intramurals.
ROBERT BOYD
ALICE BRYANT
KELLY BURROW
LORETTA BUSBY
KIM CALDWELL
TRAQE CALDWELL
BARBARA CAMPBELL
fifty-two
Sherif Beshai shows under classmen how to have a
good time.
LYNN CAMPBELL: Elementary Educa-
tion major, K-3; Orientation leader. Stu-
dent assistant. Sophomore Road Show
Rin^ committee; Alpha Gamma Delta
Senior class Oktooerfest chairman
Senior Banquet committee; Senior class
Gift committee.
VALERIE CAMPBELL: Chemistr>' and
Biology major; Geist, sec; Student
AJumru Assoc., moderator; Baptist Stu-
dent Union, social and retreat chairman;
Lynches; Beta Beta Beta; Phi Mu; Resi-
dent Assistant; Who's Who.
ELIZABETH CARDIN: Business Admi-
nistration major: Dance minor; Dance
Company, pres., sec. treas.; Phi Beta
Lambda,' chairperson, guest speaker;
Foreign Language Qub, \ice-pres.
PATRICLA CARNES
MELANIE CARSLE^: Business Admi-
nistration major; Kappa Delta.
BERNICE CARSON: Sociolog>- major
Philosophy minor; Sociology and
Anthropologv Club, treas., pres.;
Oktobertest Senior Booth, chairman.
Ci'MTHL'X C\RTER: Fine .Arts major;
Gurt- staff member. Senior Art Show.
GALE CARTER
fitt\--three
CHARLES COLE: Business Administra-
tion major; Communications minor; The
Rotunda, sports editor; Alpha Sigme Phi;
Intercollegiate Athletics Council;
WPAK-Radio sportscaster; Archery.
LAURA COLE: Elementary Education
major, K-3; Inter-Varsity Cnristian Fel-
lowship; Inner Religious Council, sec.
THOMAS COLE III: Business Adminis-
tration major; ROTC; Alpha Sigma Phi,
treas; Student Alumni Assoc; WPAK-
Radio sportscaster; Who's Who.
MELODY CRAWLEY: Geist; The Rotun-
da, editor.
FRANK CREASY: Sociology major; En-
glish minor; The Rotunda staff; Long-
wood Players; Alpha Psi Omega; Sociol-
ogy and Anthropology Club, vice-
president; Dance Company; Soccer;
Junior representative for Judicial Board;
Oktoberfest, senior usher
KAREN CROM'A^LL
fifty-four
Who is this masked person?
JOHN CROSBY: Business Administra-
tion major; Omega Psi Phi; Afro-
American Student Alliance; Gospel
Choir; Street Comer Symphony; Base-
ball, captain: Football, lAA champion.
MARJORIE CROXTON
i
CINDY CUMINS
i ROBIN DANIELS
wi^u
LYNNE DAVIS: Elementar.- Education.
K-3; Phi Mu, chairman; Student Educa-
tion Assoc.
SUZANNE DAY
JULIE DAYTON
PALT„'\ DELTANTN
LLO^T) DOLLIN'S: Business major Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia: Delta Sigma Omega:
Auxiliar\- Police; Superdance; Band:
Cameratas
.
C\'XTHL\ DROPESM: Business Admi-
nistration major: Phi Beta Lambda:
Alpha Sigma Tau: Elections: Constitu-
tional Review: Student Gort. Assoc..
%ice-chairman: Field Hockev: Lacrosse.
fift\--five
BETSY DUNCAN: Music majors;
Cameratas; Concert Choir; Vocal Arts
Ensemble; Wesley Choir, accompanist;
Wesley Council, president.
KATHY DUNK: Business Administra-
tion major; Phi Beta Lambda.
JAMES DUNN: Mathematics/Computer
Science major; English minor; Phi Kappa
Phi, vice-president, secretary, best
brother; Baptist Student Union.
KATHY EARLY
BETTY EDMONDS
CYNTHIA EGGLESTON: Elementary
Education major; Student Alumni Asso-
ciation; Kappa Delta; chairman. Snow
Queen; lOP.
JANICE EGGLESTON: Business Admi-
nistration major; Phi Beta Lambda; Stu-
dent Alumni Association; Series of Per-
forming Arts; Afro-American Student
Alliance, treasurer; Colleague; Student
Assistant; Alpha Lambda Delta.
MARGARET ELLIS
MICHELE ELMORE: Office Administra-
tion major; Phi Beta Lambda, secretary;
Student Alumni Association, recorder;
Phi Omega Pi, treasurer.
JUDITH FAYNE
fifty-six
pAfter 4 years, the seniors have learned how to pay
Let me see those dimples! attention!
CHERM Fins
CALLISTA FOWTER
NLARG.ARET FOWLER
fifh'-seven
JOANNE FOX
ANNEGAITHER
HUGH GALLAGHER
TIMOTHY GASKILL
CAROL GERSTNER
PATRICIA GILLUM
VICKI GLOVER
SHEILA GOLLHARDT; Commercial Art
major; Cheerleading; S-UN, Sound Gal-
lery Chairman; NECAA regional con-
vention; NECAA national convention;
The Virginian; The Rotunda: Dance
Marathon, chairman; Oktoberfest.
DEBORAH GORDON
fifty-eight
MARY MALLETT
KIM HANNON
KMNN HARRELL
THERESA HARRJS: Fashion Merchan-
dising major; Kappa Delta, assistant
treasurer, treasurer; Home Economics
Club; VoUeybaU,
DEBORAH HARRISON
JAN HAYDEN
SARAH HAZELGRO\'E
ADRIENNE HEARD
LISA HEFLIN: Psychology major;
Sociolog}' minor; Ka6pa Delta, housing
chairman, standards board chairman:
Psychology Club, secretary.
KATHY HESSE: Business Administra-
tion major: Band; Resident Assistant
Oktoberfest Klown.
SCOTT HILEMAX
fifU--nine
STEVE HOFMANN
MICHELE HOGGE
MARY HOLLAND
DEBORA HOOD
TRACY HORMUTH
GINA HOWELL: Elementary Education
major, K-3.
TERESA HUNDLEY
RONALD HURLEY, JR.: Music major,
B.F.A.; History major, B.F.A.; Phi Mu
Alpha, vice-president, historian; Alpha
Psi Omega; Longwood Players; Radio
Association; Band; Ensemble for New
Music; Technical Director; Miss Long-
wood Music Director; Oktoberfest, skit.
Co-chairman.
SANDRA JENKINS
JAN JENNINGS
BECKY JERD
sixty
DEBORAH JOCHEN5: Business Admi-
nistration major; Sigma Kappa, chair-
man, correspcmding secretary; Phi Beta
Lambda; Concert Band.
PAULA JOHNSON: History major,
B.A.; The Rotunda, editor, co-editorsnip.
PEGGY JOHNSON
STACY JOHNSON
CATHY JONES
KENNETH JONES
THOMAS JONES IV: Sodal Work major;
Resident Board; Soccer; Rugby.
ELI JORDEN m
ELIZABETH KAUSE
BETH KE..\R-VE\'
sixU^-one
CATHERINE KENNON
CAROLE KEY
MARY KLOC: Studio Art major; Sigma
Kappa; Student Assistant; Orientation
leader; Junior Art Exhibit; Oktoberfest,
Art Exhibit; Psychology Club; Senior Art
Show Exhibit.
KATHY KOCH
CHARLES LAFFERTY
sixty-two
KATHY LANCE: Physics major; Biology
minor; Lychnos; Baptist Student Un-
ion, council, missionary.
MARJORIE LAREAU: Music Education
major; Voice minor; Sigma Alpha Iota,
treasurer; Concert Choir, president,
John Moinar choir award; Volleyball.
JENNY LASHLEY: Music major; Sigma
Alpha lota; Kappa Delta; president; In-
tramurals, softtall, basKetball, vol-
leybaU.
KIM LAUTERBACH
REBECCA LEE
NINA LEFFUE
DONNA LEIGHTON
JANICE LEMBKE
BILL LEW-AJINE
"Ain't no flies on us!"
sixts'-three
"Is this the Dale who is the "Roller" of The Mason-
RoUer Line?" "What's new. Pussycat?"
LORRAINE LINCOLN
MELANIE LOWERY
DONNA MARTIN; Business Adminis-
tration major; Communications minor;
Kappa Delta; Phi Beta Lambda; The
Rotunda.
CHARLES MASON
ANNE MAXEY
PAMELA MAYO; Art major; Colleague;
Orientahon leader; Catalinas, sec; Wes-
ley Foundation, treas.; Sophomore Road
show: Gyre: Alpha Lambda Delta; Syn-
chroruzed swimming.
sixty-four
pKERRY MCCARTHY: Music major;
B.A.; Dramatic arts minor; MENC; secre-
tary; SA], chaplin, corresponding secre-
tary, Alpha Psi Omega, secretary, vice-
president; Longwood Players, vice-
president; Cameratas; Concert Choir;
Teola Wheeler Scholarship.
ELAINE MCDONALD
KELLY MCDONALD
JETTAKA MCGREGOR
PATTI MCGUIRE
RUTH MCWHIRT
MARTHA MCMLT-LEN
CAROL MCINTOSH: Elementary
Education major; Phi Mu. president,
fundraiser, chairman, outstanding sister
of the vear: SE,-^; Intramural sports.
MEG NOSTRETTA
JILL MOLTER
Si\t\"-five
LORl MORGAN: Elementary and
Secondary Health; Physical Education
and Driver's Education major; Student
Union; Intramurals; Student assistant;
Tour guide; Orientation leader; Student
Education Association; Student Member
of AAHPERD; Intercollegiate fencing,
riding; Resident Assistant; Residence
Board, chairman; Student Alumni Asso-
ciation, treasurer; Phi Mu, president of
pledge class, scholarship chairman;
Judical Board, investigator.
PENNY MOTTLEY
Bioloey-
i; Che
VALERY NARANJA
ANKDUNG NGUYEU:
Chemistry major; Student Union;
mistry Club; Tri-Beta; Lychnos Honor
Society; Chemistry Club, treasurer; Beta
Beta Beta, historian; Outstanding Junior
in Biology Award.
ANNE NIEZGODA
BILL NOVAK: Business Administration
major; Phi Beta Lambda; Men's Tennis;
Intramural sports.
REBECCA NUNEZ
TEPJ^Y OAKLEY
DEBBIE OLIVER: Business Administra-
tion major.
LINDA PASCHALL
sixty-six
JEANNE PEARSON
ANNAMARIA PENCOLA
AMY PERRY: Business Administration
major; Alpha Gamma Delta; Phi Beta
Lambda.
JILL POOLEY
QNDY POORE: Home Economics Edu-
cation; Home Economics Club. Out-
standing Member Award, vice-
president, historian-reporter: ^^appa
Omicon Phi, president; Phi Kappa Phi:
Kappa Delta Pi; Geist; Longwood
Scholar: Alpha Lambda Delta; Honor
Council, president; Baptist Student
Union.
JOYE POSEY
sixt%-seven
SUSAN PRATT
'
LARRY PRETTYMAN: Environmental
Biology major; Earth Science major.
MARY PURDHAM: Applied Mathema-
tics and Computer Science major; Busi-
ness Administration minor; Alpha
Lambda Delta; Lychnos Society; Pi Mu
Epsilon; Colleague; Student assistant.
CYNTHIA RICE
GARY RILEY
PEGGY ROETTGER
DALE ROLLER
ANDREA RUFFIN
KELLY SANDERSON: Chemistry
major; Mathematics minor; Alpha Lamb-
da Delta; Lychnos, president; Phi Mu
Epsilon, secretary-treasurer; Student
Alumni Association; Geist; Colleague;
Orientation leader; Senior Banquet
Committee; Faculty Recognition Award
Committee: Freshman Chemistry
Award; Senior class treasurer; Senior
class representative, senate.
BRENDA SASSER
sixty-eight
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• Singing in hanttpny, c* are they off key.
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MARY SEXTON
BARRIE SHERMAN: Biology major;
Earth Science minor.
KAREN SMITH
[m/^^'I v" . /
MICHELLE SMITH
MARY SOLES
SHARON SPIOTTA
.\NNA STALEY
JLTDITH ST.AKLEY
sixtv-nine
ELIZABETH STANTON: Art Education
major.
KIMBERLY STAPLES
JACQUELINE STEER
PAMELA STEWART
TERRI STUART
SARAH STUMP: Fashion Merchandis-
ing major; Alpha Sigma Alpha, ti-eas.;
Freshman Commission; The Rotunda; The
Virginian.
JACKIE SULLINS
NEIL SULLIVAN: Business Administra-
tion major; Legislative Board, freshman
representative, vice-chairman; Resident
Assistant; Resident Supervisor.
TOM SULLIVAN: Music major; Band,
pres.; Jazz Ensemble, pres.; Brass En-
semble; Phi Mu Alpha, sec, chaplain,
music director, editor; MENC; Music
Advisory Council; Oktoberfest, skits.
NORMA TALIAFERRO
LEONARD SHACK
seventy
SARA TAYLOR
JOHN THOMAS: Physical Education
major; Athletics Training minor; Chwrr-
leading; Pi Kappa Phi, charttrr member;
Student Athletic Trainer; IntramuraU;
Soccer; Founding President of Student
Athletics Trainers Assodatkm.
PATRICIA THOMAS
SANDY THOMAS: Business Education
major; Business Admirustration minor;
Phi Beta Lambda, reporter; Sophomore
Roadshow; Canterbury; Intramural bas-
ketball, football, Softball.
DONNA TIMBERLAKE
JESSIE TIPTEN: Business Administra-
tion (accounting), B.S.
JACK TOLBERT
TAMMY TRESTRAIL: Social Work
major; Federation of Student Social
Workers, president, secretar\-.
ALICE TUCKER: Business Administra-
tion major; ROTC; Intramural volleyball;
Distinguished Military- Student.
"Yes! I'm actually studying!"
Will we miss these? sevent\--one
JEANETTE VANWINDLE
DAWN VASS: Art Education major;
B.S.; Colleague; Orientation leader; Pi
Kappa Phi, Bttie sister.
RUTH VAUGHAN: Music Education
major; B.M.E.; Sigma Alpha Iota, vice-
president, recordmg secretary; Concert
Choir; Concert Band; Music Educators
National Conference; Cameratas, vice-
president; Emily Qark Music Education
Scholarship; Freshman Honors Scho-
larship in Music.
ANN VIA: Business Administration ma-
jor, B.S.; Phi Beta Lambda; Alpha Psi
Omega; Longwood Players, secretary;
Student Aliuimi Association, secretary;
Colleague; Orientation leader; Senior
Practicum.
PAMELA WAGNER: Social Science
major; Sociology minor; Baptist Student
Umon; S.A.A., development committee
chairman; Orientation leader; Col-
league; Geist, Oktoberfest chairman;
Tafara, president, secretary, tieasurer;
Who's Who; Qass treasurer.
ELLEN WAGSTAFF: Business Adminis-
tration major; Delta Sigma Pi.
DL^NE WALKER
DAVID WALL: Economics and Govern-
ment major: Business Administration
minor; AJpha Lambda Delta; Colleague;
Resident Board, fire v/arden; Pi Kappa
Phi, secretarv; Student Union, treasurer;
Orientation leader.
KARA WALLACE
seventy-two
MELANIE WALLACK: Music Education
major; Concert Choir, Concert Band;
SEA, vice-pres., pres.; SVEA, delegate;
ME,\'C; SAA, alumni committee; Dorm
President; Longwood College of the Per-
forming Arts.
ROBERT WASHBURN II
KATHERINE WATSON
JILL WEBB
LESLIE WEEMS; Business Administra-
tion major; Phi Beta Lambda; Resident
Assistant.
Run! You'll get there faster!"
sevent\"-thre€
LINDA WHEEIER: Dramatic Arts
major; B.A.; Longwood Players, public
relations; Concert Choir; Alpha Psi
Omega, treas.; Catholic Student Orga-
nization, pres.; Executive Cound]; Dorm
President; Resident Board, chairman.
REBECCA WHITE
MALLORY WIEMANN
CHERYL WILCOX: Elementary Educa-
tion, K-3; Zeta Tau Alpha; Assist. Direc-
tor of Longwood Pageant; The Rotunda;
Oktoberfest, skit; Student assistant;
Orientation leader; Junior Ring Dance
Conunittee.
SHARON WILL
LEAH-BETH WILLIAMS
A wild and crazy guy!
seventy-four
LYNN WILLIAMS
PAMELA WILLIAMS: Art major, BFA;
Oktoberfest, co-chairman, dance com-
mittee; Intramural Sfxirts.
REBECCA WILLIAMS
AMY WILSON: Business Administra-
tion major; Phi Beta Lambda; Student
Assistant; Student Alumni Assoc;
Varsity Tennis Team; Resident Board,
inveshgator.
KIMBERLY WOOD: Social Work nujor;
Phi Mu.
JULIANA WORSHAM: Biology major;
Alpha Sigma Alpha; 1979 Miss Long-
wood.
SUSAN WRIGHT
KIMBERLY WYKER
JAMES YARBOUGH
STEPHEN ^'E.-SlNLA.N
KATHERLN'E "i ONCE: Therapeutic Re-
creation major; Dance Company; Delta
Psi Kappa.
sevent\"-five
MORS
"I love labs!" Christine Gray works patiently.
Michael Salmon makes Donna Nuckols snule for a
picture.
"What was it I was suppose to do today?"
seventy-six
CYNTHIA AB5HIRE
NANCY AGREE
SUSAN ALLEN
CRYSTAL ALVIS
JEANETTE ARNOLD
LAURA AUDIA
SUSAN BACON
SUSAN BAROCH
LAUREN BEASLEY
CHERYL BEAUSOLEIL
MARGARET BEEBE
JAN BEESON
Dance to the beat of the disco heat!
sevent\"-5even
ROBIN BILLMYER
CLAUDIA BOGGS
BRENDA BONUCELLI
MARSHA BOOTH
LINDA BOULAIS
KATHY BOWERS
PATTI BOWMAN
SANDRA BROOKS
CARLA BROWN
SHARON BROWN
DAVID BRUNDICK
CAROLYN BRYANT
seventy-eight
EDDIE BURNETTE
VERONICA BURRIS
JACQUELINE BURTM
ROBERT BUTLER, JR.
SHARON CALLAHAN
JANET CAMPBELL
ROBIN CAMPBELL
DONNA CAPP.AERT
KIMCARR
sevent%--nine
AUDREY CHILDRESS
LUCINDA CHRISTENSEN
CINDY CLARK
FAITH CLARK
PATRICLA CLARKE
BECKY CLARY
JILL CLEVENGER
BRLAN COCHRAN
JULL^ COMBS
Maurice plays the cool Disc Jockey.
eighty
USA COMER
JULIE COMPTON
TAMARA COOKE
SAMANTHA COOPER
REBECCA COUNTS
ANGELA COX
TERESA CRAWLEY
CATHERINE CREAMER
SHARON CRIM
GAIL CRUMPLER
JOAN CRUMPTON
ANN CUSTER
DIANE DAVIS
TAMMY DAVIS
BETSY DELONG
eighty-one
Nothing's cleaner than Elementary Art Projects!
Main Curmingham parties are full of fun!
DONALD DIGGS
ELIZABETH DINGUS
SHAREE DISHMAN
DELAINE DOUGLAS
SHARON DOWDY
DONNA DRINKARD
eighty-two
KJM DUNCAN
BECKY DUNK
SUSAN DUVALL
AMY EASTHORN
CONNIE FARRELL
MARCIA FASTABEND
KATHY FLANNELLY
SUSAN FLOWERS
GAYLE FOBIA
SUSAN FORD
A\NA MARIE G.ARRETT
.\L\RK GETZ
MIRIAM GILLIKLX
eight}--three
SHELLEY GIUSE
GINGER GLASCOCK
SUSAN GODBEY
KELLY GODSEY
BETH GOURLEY
CATHERINE GRANT
CHERIGRAY
JANICE GREGGS
DEBBIE GRIGSBY
ROBIN GRIZZARD
CHRISTY GURLEY
MARY HAMILTON
eighty-four
KiM HANCOCK
BARBARA HANKY
KATRINA HARLOW
KELLEY HARLOWE
MYRNA HARVEY
SHARON HAJRRUP
KAREN HEIZER
TERESA HERMANN
KAREN HOFFMAN
"Look out! I'm good!"
eighty-five
Someone got a laugh out of something!
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PAMELA HORTON
REGENLAHUFF
EMILY HUGHES
MARYIBANEZ
KATHRYN IDELSON
DEDE INGRAM
MARY JOHNSON
BETH JOLES
ELIZABETH JONES
eighty-six
JOANNE KELARAKIS
CAROL KILVINGTON
Faces express the love for a warm day.
eightv'-seven
JANET LEAVELL
TAWANNA LEE
JULIA LEWIS
SHERYL LOHR
TERRESA LUNDBERG
SCOTT LYLES
MELISSA MABRY
JOHNETTE MALLORY
KENNY MARCUS
SANDRA MARTIN
MTTZI MASON
Hr^ii
tJ'^M
^ifl
1
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sighty-eight
VICKl MATHEWSON
ANN MAXEY
KAREN MCGRAW
MYRNE MCGONIGLE
SUSAN MEADORS
JACQUELINE MEARS
TERESA MEDUN
Students have a quick chat in front of the Cunning-
hams.
eight\'-nine
DEBBIE MIHM
DONNA MITCHELL
CAROL MURLA
CONNIE MYERS
VICM NESBITT
CHERYL NICELY
HOLLY NIELSEN
JOY NORRIS
SUSIE NUCKOLS
ANNE OMOHUNDRO
FRANCINE OSMER
KATHY PALMER
KARRIE PARKER
"Say something else about me shaving!!"
ninety
BEUNDA RIOLARDS
JERR^ RICHNLW"
ninetv-one
DIANE ROBINSON
KESTINA ROESCH
ROBERT ROLLINS
HELENE ROTHE
GRETCHEN ROWLAN
SUSAN SANDFORD
ELIZABETH SANDRIDGE
RONALD SAUNDERS
KAY SCHMIDT
PATTY SCHOLBERG
BONNIE SEEMILLER
MARY SEWELL
MARY SLADE
ninety-two
PATTY SLAUGHTER
DEBRA SMILEY
REBECCA SMILEY
Typical weekend pastime. A student enjoys the \'iew of the campus.
nineh-three
DEBRA SPENCER
BARBARA STENT
CYNTHIA STINSON
ninety-four
REBECCA TAYLOR
DEBORAH THOMPSON
DIANE THOMAS
DONNA TONEY
SHERRI TRUITT
PAM UPDIKE
KIMUPSHAW
KATHYVANNICE
BONNIE VAUGHAN
UNDA VAUGHAN
PATRICIA VAUGHAN
SUSAN VICTOR
CHRISTINE VONTOLOS
nineh-five
BETH WADDELL
SUSAN WADDILL
THERESA WADE
NANCY WARREN
GAYLE WEAVER
THOM WELTE
FLORENCE WHITE
TIM WHITE
ANN WICKOWSKI
"I can't chug this whole cup!"
ninety-six
NANCY WILLARD
CHERl WILLIAiMS
DEBORAH WILLIAMSON
DONNA WILSON
LISA WILSON
KIM WOOD
WALTER WOOLDRIDGE
DEBBIE WOOTEN
BARBARA WORD
EMILY WRIGHT
LAURIE WRIGHT
ROBERT ZIRPOU
ninet\--se\"en
SOPHOMORES
"We got legs "1 love you, too!"
JACK BARKER
TERESA BAUGHAN
MARGARET BINZER
DEBBIE BIRKELAND
ninety-eight
MIGNON BLALOCK
MARYJO BOCDON
ANGELA BOND
DIANA BOWER
AMY BOWERS
BARBARA BOWLES
BETTY BOWMAN
KAREN BRANKLEY
JEANNE BRANTLEY
JOAN BROOKS
CAREN BROSI
DALANY BROWN
ELIZABETH BRUNO
USA BUCHANAN
SANDY BLTITON
BRENDA BL^ALOS
MARCARET CAMIRE
O'NTHIA CAMPBELL
FRED CAMPBELL
PATRICLA CAREY'
LAURA CARROLL
ninetv-nine
Bottoms up!
SHARON CARROLL
BETTY CASEY \
DONNA CASPER
MARY CAWTHORNE
JUDY CLEMENT
SHELLY CLORE
GEORGIA COCKILL
PAMELA COFFIN
DANIEL CONNER
ELIZABETH CONNER
DENNIS COOPER
KAREN CRAWFORD
LYNN CRUMPLER
DEBRA CUNNINGHAM
SHARON DARNELL
NANCY DASHIELL
BECKY DAVIS
MARY DAVIS
one hundred
VICKIE DICKERSON
DONNA DIX
DORIS DODSON
KELLY DONAHUE
DIANE DOSS
BARRY DRIVER
JOY DUNCAN
LUCILE DUNCAN
ELLEN DUNN
S. DURRETTE
SANDRA DYER
CINDY ECKEL
JANE ELDER
KATHY FALLEN
MARGIE FANTON
ELLEN FERGUSON
LAURA FIELDS
KAREN FINERIY'
KATHY FULLER
DIANE GAY
PATRICIA GAY
one hundred and one
DONNA GIBSON
SHARON GILMORE
LIZ GLEASON
ROBYN GOFF
DENISE GOODIE
\aCHAEL GOULD
KIP GRADY
CAROL GRAMMER
DANA GREGG
LYNNE GROVE
BENJAMIN GUTHRIE
CINDY GUTHRIE
BETH HAOOIAN
DEE ANN HALL
MOLLY HANDY
one hundred and two
ROBBIE HANGER
JANET HODGES
MARIE HOGGE
DONNA HOLLAND
LYNN HORTON
TAYA HRUBY
KAREN HUGHSON
KATHLEEN HUNTER
MARGI JANGER
LATITLA JARVIS
BRENDA JENKINS
GLENNIS JETES
REBECCA JOHNSON
DORIS lONES
JULIE JONES
DONNA KANARY
KAREN KELSEY
CHRIS KONLAN
BRENDA LAWS
BETHUCARI
LEIGH..\NN LILLY
one hundred and three
WANDA LLOYD
JANET LONG
PENNY LOWDERMILK
KEITH LUCAS
DENISE MAHONEY
PATRICIA MARTIN
SUZANNE MATZEDER
CHRISTINE MAYER
KAREN MAZZONA
MARTHA MCCOY
MINDY MCDONALD
CATHERINE MCGURDY
LIZ MEADOR
PAM MELTON
DARSHELL MELVIN
CINDY MEREDITH
DEBBIE MICHAEL
VIRGINL\MIMS
DAVID MITCHELL
LAURA MirCHELL
BARBARA MOONEY
one hundred and four
Ilona Wilson rings up a good phone bill.
THOMAS MORAU
JOANNE MOSCA
ELLEN MOTLEY
TAMARA NASH
,
.
,
, - SHERI NUNN
'!/>*i CHRISTINE O'DONNEL
2 SHERYL OESTERHELD
CHERYL ORNDORFF
RONALD ORR
DEANA OTWELL
KIM PACE
SUS.\N PARKER
CAROL P.\RRISH
PATRICLA PASCJlLE
JILLPEARCE
NANO PIERCE
SHARON PILLOW
NANO' POLLARD
one hundred and frs*e
"Oh! I just love the Dining Hall meals!"
SHARON PRICE
CARLA PROFFITT
KARN PURCELL
THERESA RAY
LISA REAMES
SARA RENGSTORF
JEANNE REYNOLDS
CATHERINE RINKER
LUCINDA RISER
BARBARA ROBERSON
MAUREEN ROGGE
LISA ROMERO
JULIET ROSE
MELISSA SAGER
BARBARA SAUNDERS
DAVID SAWYER
LISA SCALCO
RANDI SCHNEEWEIS
one hundred and six
VANESSA SCOTT
TINA SEARS
JENNIFER SELBY
MARTHA SELLICK
BETTY SELPH
SUSAN SHELTON
BRUCE SHEPPERSON
KAREN SICELOFF
TAMMY SIMS
TROTMAN SIMPSON
LETTYSINK
BEVERLY SLOUGH
DEBOR.\H SMITH
MILUE SMITH
TON\A SMITH
BRIDGET SXYDER
LISA SPENCER
SANDR.A STABLER
BETTY- ST.ANLEY
BILL STEXZHORN
BETH STEW.-U^T
GWENDOLIX SL'BLETT
one hundred and seven
PAM SVOBODA
LISA SWACKHAMMER
LINDA SWEITZER
BECKY TABOREK
SUSAN TAYLOR
JIM THOMAS
LEIGH THOMPSON
JOAN THORP
CYNTHL\ THURMAN
JOHN TODD
CHRIS TULLINGTON
SARAH TUNSTALL
CAROLYN TURNER
RENEE TURNER
PATRICIA TWYMAN
JOANNE VERNON
DAVID VIA
KAREN VIA
LISA WALKER
PATRICIA WALTON
SUSAN WATFORD
WENDY WATSON
one hundred and eight
Main Cunningham guys •
my, my!
DARCY WEATHERHEAD
CECILIA WHITE
LINDA WHITEHEAD
EMILY WILKINSON
RENEE WILLIAMS
MICHAEL WILLS
ILONA WILSON
MARKWINECOFF
PAM WINGER
KATm WOOD
VICKI WOODRLTF
TERESA WRIGHT
one hundred and nine
FRESHMEN No mail again! Who cares?!
MARY ARWOOD
JULIE AUEL
KATHERINE BABCOCK
RUTH ANNE BAILEY
TOM BAILEY
BRENDA BARLDEY
MELODY BARNARD
TODD BASHAM
one hundred and ten
GILBERT BATES
ELLEN BEAbLEY
TANA BLEVINS
KATHLEEN BOSCHEN
DORIS BOWDEN
JIM BOWEN
NINA BOWYER
TRISHA BOYLE
KATHY BRALLEY
STEVE BREEDEN
JEANIE BRINKLEY
TAMMY BRINKLEY
KIM BRODERICK
CHERY BROWN
HERBERT BROVVN
RONNIE BROWN
SHEUA BROWN
TAMARA BROWN
VTRNESSA BLTICHELL
ELAINE BURTON
SUSAN BYRD
one hundred and eleven
LISA CAISON
KARLA CAMPBELL
JAMES CAREY
JUDY CARMONY
ANGELA CARR
WANDA CARTER
PAM CAULEY
LUANNCAVIN
KRISTIN CELMER
SHARON CHAMBERS
MONICA CHANDLER
LOIS CHAPPELL
SHARON CLARK
KRISTIE CLAYTOR
CINDY CLEGG
CATHERINE COLLINS
MARL«^ COMBOS
CHERYL COMPTON
one hundred and twelve
KAREN COOK
CINDY CORELL
KIM CORVIN
SUZANNE COSTELLO
KAREN COUGHLIN
ROBERT COXON
JOANNE COX
DEBBY COX
LINDA CRAFT
BARBARA CRAIGUE
DONNA CREWS
LISA CROCKETT
THERESA CROCKETT
JERRY DAGENHART
DIANA DAVIS
MARK DAMS
SUSIE DONOHOE
SHEILA DOONAN
KAREN DREHER
JEANNE DRE^NTR
DEBORAH DRUMNELLER
KAREN DUFF
one hvmdred and thirteen
TAMMY DUFF
TRACY DURHAM
DEBBIE DUVAL
MARY EARECKSON
NANCYE EASLEY
DONNA EASON
LAURA ECHOLS
MIKE EDWARDS
CARL ELLIS
EDWARD ESATTO
VALERIE FABRIZIO
PAMELA FAINI
JUANTTA FANNY
JANET FARNSWORTH
BRENDA FARY
DEBBY FERGUSON
BETH FLESHMAN
GWEN FOSTER
ELLYN FRIEDSAM
JILL GAGNON
TOMMY GARNETT
one hundred and fourteen
TERRI GAULT
MIKE-. GiAMbATTISTA
7 AMI GIBSON
I.EIGHANN GODDIN
LAURIE GOODWYX
ROBERT GRAHAM, JR.
BETTY GRANT
NGUYET HA
KATHY HAINSDALE
ANITA HALL
CINDY HALL
ELIZABETH HAMILTON
JAN HAMILTON
ANNE HAMMOND
GAILHARRELL
DOUG HARRIS
BONNIE HARRIS
DONNA HILL
rom Bailey flashes that smile! one hundred and fifteen
MARTHA HILMAN
STEPHEN HirCHINGS
LINDA HOLLINGSWORTH
BECKY HOLLORAN
SUE HORNSTRA
LISA HOWELL
KIMBERLY HUFFMAN
LESLIE HUTCHINS
MARY ISAAC
KATHY ISENHOUR
BARBARA JACOBSON
KATHRYN JAMES
KARLYN JENKINS
LEE JENKINS
ROBERT JENSEN
JOHN JOHNSON
JENNIFER JONES
STEPHANIE JONES
JANET JORDAN
KENDRA JOSSELYN
TERRI JUSTICE
CECILL\ KAERICHER
one hundred and sixteen
KAREN KAISER
ELIZABETH KANE
SHARI KEEPER
LINDA KEPPEL
ELIZABETH KEYS
LYNNE KiBBLEHOUSE
ANA KNAPP
EILEEN KOMUVES
DONALD LAMB
DONNA LAMBERT
DANA LANGHAM
ROMONA LANIER
DAVID LARSON
CARELAUCK
DELORES LAYNE
MARYLENHART
CAROLINE LINGERFELT
CINDY LOFTON
Tabbies are best! Best what? one hundred and seventeen
KAREN LONG
ROBERT LONGEST
MICHAEL LYNCH
BETH MABRY
JANE MASON
MICHELLE MASON
CYNTHIA MCDONOUGH
VICHI MCGHEE
ANN MILLHOLLAND
DEBBIE MITCHELL
WENDY MOLLOY
PAIGE MOODY
CHERYL MOORE
LINDA MORAN
ANGELA MORGAN
CHRIS MORGAN
WANDA MORRIS
PEGGY MOYER
KURT MUELLER
LAURA NELSON
DIANE NOEL
one hundred and eighteen
ANNETTt NCX:E
PhNXY .'nU.W'ALLY
SUSAN O'BKJEN
KATHRYN OLIVER
CATHERINE PACE
LISA PARKER
KIMBERLY PARRISH
TERRY PEDIGO
DAWN PERDUE
DEBORAH PETERSON
JUDY PHILBROOK
CAROLYN PHILLIPS
KIMBERLY PICKEL
DAVID PITTMAN
CATHY POEHLER
TAMMY PORTER
L-^NE POWTLL
DUSTLAN PRATT
"You can call me Robbie, or you can call me Mr.
Cool, or you can call me Batman."
one hundred and nineteen
LAURIE PREHM
ROBIN PREZIOTTI
ERIC PRICE
MICHELLE PURMAN
LORI RANDALL
WANDA REARDON
CONNIE REEVES
TOM REYNOLDS
NTTA RICHARDSON
WENDELL RICKS
JANICE RIDGEWAY
MARGARET ROACH
NANCY ROANE
GREGORY ROLLINS
DOUGLAS ROSSIE
CATHY RUFSEY
DONNA RUGGIERO
MARY RUGHTON
one hundred and twenty David Pittman and Sharon Price pretend they are
dining by candlelight. i
LISA SAML'EL
KENNETH SAVA
LYNN SAVELLE
WADE SELLERS
JACK SENDAK
KERRY SHAMAN
JACKIE SHEPERD
KYLE SHORT, JR.
GARY SLACK
PAMELA SLAYTON
KIM SMELSER
DIANE SMITH
JANET SMTTH
TERRI SMITH
MARY SORENSON
GENGIA STALEY
LISA ST.ANHELD
LAURIE STEFANIGA
LINDA ST. JOHN
GINA STOVTR
L^^NDA STR.ATTON
RICHARD STRYKER
one hundred and ttvenU'-one
TRISHA SWANSON
TERITAIT
LISA TAYLOR
SHERYL TAYLOR
JANET TEMPLE
SHARON THACKER
JAMES THOMAS
DEBBIE THORN
KATHERINE TILLAR
MELANIE TOLLERSON
KENT TOMS
BERNADETTE TONER
ANGEL TRENT
SANDY TRENT
RENIE TRLARHOS
TINA TRICE
ROSEMARY TUNNEY
SELMA TURKEKUL
CAROL TURNER
ROSEMARY VALADEZ
one hundred and twenty-two Day students relax between classes.
JENNIFER VANNEST
DONNA VAUGHAN
BARBARA WALKER
CHRYSTIE WALKER
DENISE WEIDLNG
JOAN WEID>4ANN
MARTHA WHEELER
ANN WILLL^MS
TERESA WILLLAMS
MICHELLE WILSON
CHERYL WIMBISH
PATH WIMBROUGH
DOUG WOLFRATH
TAMMY WOMACK
CHRISTOPHER WOOD
MARY YATES
PATRICLA YEATTS
REBECCA YOUNG
ALICE YOL'NGER
TENXIFER \ ORK
JLTDV ZLMMER.\LAN
TIMZIRKLE
one hundred and tivent\ -three
STUDENT LIFE
Student Life — there are many different things that
could be said to describe a college student's life. There are
as many different lifestyles as there are students. If one
was to try to classify or categorize students by the lives
they lead on a college campus he could break it down
into two basic types— those who get involved and those
who don't. There are numerous ways for a person to
become a part of a college. Things that would likely come
to mind when speaking of student life at Longwood
would be: color class activities, attendance of or assis-
tance in the multitude of Student Union events, participa-
tion in the Oktoberfest celebration. Holiday festivities.
Miss Longwood Pageant, Spring Weekend or mem-
bership in one of the one hundred plus organizations.
Everyday things like dorm life, times in the dining hall,
library, classroom, walking downtown, road trips, etc.
are a part of life for the Longwood student as well, but for
some it is their only participation in the life at Longwood.
The student who has had more of an "existence" rather
than a "life" at Longwood has a limited claim to the
benefits of college life. To you, this thought is left— Life
is what you make it — including life at Longwood Col-
T
one hundred and twenty-four
\one hundred and nvent-.'-Sv;
Orientation n:\eetings, registration lines, and hun-
dreds of unfamiliar people approach freshmen as
they first entered their new school. As the members
of the Class of '84 made new acquaintances, upper-
classmen didn't seem so uppity, and the teachers
seemed friendly. Orientation meetings helped famil-
iarize these new students with the policies and tradi-
tions of Longwood College, and a Hawaiian lu-au
provided them a chance to mingle and meet their
fellow students.
As classes and homesickness began to take their
toll on students, beautiful fall weather provided a
chance to relax and unwind. Students took advan-
tage of this opportunity through a variety of activi-
ties, including bike-riding (for those who were for-
tunate enough to have their bikes at school), playing
football, throwing frisbees, kite flying, or simply
walking around outside.
Where Do I Go From
Here?
one hundred and twenty-six
Students, working for students
one hundred and t%\-ent\'-seven
STUDENT
UNION
Student Union n:\embership is open to
all students enrolled at Longwood Col-
lege. S-UN has an active membership of
approximately 50 students whose job is
to provide social, cultural, educational
and recreational activities for the
campus.
This year, S-UN entertained 29,000
students with such acts as Gene Cotton,
Muriel Bach, and Barry Drake in the
SPOTLIGHT CONCERT. SATURDAY
NIGHT ALIVE hosted such acts as the
Skip Castro Band, Rock Mountain, and
Silverspring. The MIXERS provided
dance music from such bands as Bill Deal
and the Rhondells, Power Play, Fat
Ammon's Band, and Janice. Entertain-
ers such as Mike Williams, Bill & Bonnie
Hearne, Jon Ims, and Silent Partner stole
the show in the SOUND GALLERY,
while others such as Jim Ritchey and
Bejae Flemming, Crystalwood, and
Laura Canaan performed in the COF-
FEEHOUSE held in the snackbar. The
highlight of this year's S-UN program
was the MAJORS CONCERTS held in
Jarman Auditorium. The first of these
concerts featured a great new country
music star. Lacy J. Dalton and her band
The Dalton Gang. The Mardi Gras
Weekend Concert featuring Louisiana's
Le Roux was a great success. The Robbin
Thompson Band ended the MAJOR
CONCERT series with a bang and a real
treat for the soon to be graduating
seniors.
North Star Band
Fat Ammon's Band
Front row; Lynn Horton; I.E. Dent, Dir. of Stu.
Act.; Jerry Richman, Chrm; Julie Auel, Treas.;
Melissa Sager, Vice-Chrm.; Mike Laffon, Tech.
Dir.; Mary Beth Ibanez, Sec. Second row; Cecilia
Kaericher, Sheri Keefer, John McLaren, Tobin De-
msko, David Wall, Michelle Boyd, Jill Gagnon.
Third row; David Doris, Ann Burris. Fourth row;
Cathy Roach, Bobby Ardalan, Maurice Franck,
Duke Rollins, Ken Jones, Eddie Essato, Tracy Cot-
ton. Not pictured: Bill LeWame, David Mitchell,
Mary Shields, Tana Blevins, Tom Moran, Theresa
Alford, Tanya Gallop, T. Nguyen, Mark Getz, Ran-
dy Johnson, Kip Grady, Chris Koman, Karen Sice-
loff, Debra Spencer, Shelia GoUhardt, Larry Pilon,
Kelly Godsey.
one hundred and twenty-eight
Lacy J. Dalton and The Dalton Gang The Mason — Roller l.int
Louisiana's LeRoux
one hundred and h\"ent\"-nine
Cf^ktnlierf^st htv %tisi
Oktoberfest was a great success again
this year in spite of the incumbent
weather. Fortunately, Geist had done
some advance planning, so the rain did
not dampen the spirit or smiles of those
participating in color rush, midway, and
skits.
The whole process of oktoberfest be-
gan early this year with the election of
the four color class chairmen. The Red
and Whites were represented by fresh-
man Lisa Harwood and junior Chris
Vontsolos. Sophomore John Todd and
senior Lynn Campbell were elected from
the Green and Whites. Their duties in-
cluded getting the scripts written, hav-
ing skit try-outs, directing the completed
skits, and coordinating all other color
class activities.
Other important aspects of
Oktoberfest are the klowns, ushers, and
meisters. Klown tryouts were held early
in September, and 22 spirited klowns
were chosen. This year's klowns were
Jeannette Arnold, Sharon Callahan,
Margi Carlin, Anne Dempsey, Suzi
Donahoe, Ellyn Friedson, Jan Jennings,
Julie Jones, Carol Kilvington, Tammy
Links, Val Naranjo, Vicki Nesbitt, Terry
Oakley, Andrea Ruffin, Donna Ruggier,
Kay Schmidt, Andrea Simmons, Sherry
Will, and Cheri Williams.
^ott5^Urooi» Conc^t>
Trotman puts his hand in the paint to see if it is
thick enough to stay on the freshman.
one hundred and thirty
The dedication of Lancer Hall was a feature of
Oktoberfest, and the new gym was filled to hear
President Willett carry out the ceremony.
Before the cake was cut, two of the klowrxs, Andrea
Simmons and Cheri Williams, show the design of
the 1980 Oktoberfest,
one hundred and thirt\--one
IAlso tapped by Geist were the mei-
sters and ushers from all four classes.
Senior Linda Paschall was chosen as the
Mistress of Spirit or Geistmeister. Grace
Ann Rogers and Sophomore Ross Con-
nor was the Mittenmeister. The ushers
who danced their way into the night
were freshmen John Bauman and Geor-
gia Staley, sophomores Carol Atkins and
Beth Rowe, juniors Dallas Bradberry and
Brenda Coleman, and seniors Frank
Creasy and Anna Staley.
The traditional german dance is enjoyed by the
audience as well as the ushers.
The rain may have dampened some things, but not
the appetites.
BIG GREEN (Ken Jones) gets everyone's attention
and sparks the Green-n-White spirit.
one hundred and thirty-two
one hundred and thirU'-thxee
Ken Jones perfonnance of Myron in the Green and
White skit lead to a Oktoberfest cup victory.
Although the Midway was set up inside, the
crowds still seemed to'make sure they got around
to see every booth.
Before the paint battle gets underway, several
freshman discuss their strategy.
Ushers Brenda Coleman and Carol Atkins offer
assistance at the Geist information booth.
(§ktobtvitst
The first event of Oktoberfest was the
annual paint battle between the fresh-
men and sophomores on Thursday
night. The sophomores tried to scare off
the freshmen with flyers and blue and
white threats, but the red and whites
prevailed and covered the green sopho-
mores for a definite win . . . the first time
for the red and whites in 3 years.
The big weekend finally arrived and
on Friday night both color classes pre-
sented their skits. The klowns kept the
audience entertained with their crazy
antics, and many people attended the
Student Union events later that evening.
one hundred and thirty-four
A special guest speaker for a special occasion.
Taking a quick break from a busy day of activities,
klown Andrea Simmons stops to get a drink and a
bite to eat.
one hundred and thirt%--five
Sharon Callahan asks, "What rain?"
After the paint was thrown, Geist gathers to make
the decision of who will be the winner.
kiahtxitst
Saturday arrived, but with a down-
pour of rain. However, ever-ready and
ever-prepared Geist moved the color
rush and midway inside to Her Gym and
the Lower Dining Hall. All the events
from the dedication of Lancer Hall to the
Biergarten went smoothly.
The final night of competition came to
a climax with the presentation of the
skits. The green and whites were
announced as the winners of the
Oktoberfest cup. Afterwards, many en-
joyed the Alumni Chi walk and the
evening came to a close with the tradi-
tional cutting of the Oktoberfest cake.
This year's cake was designed after the
clown drawing portrayed on the T-shirts
and Oktoberfest programs and was en-
joyed by all.
By Sunday, Oktoberfest was officially
over and Geist was hard at work already
planning the next Oktoberfest.
The sun may not have shown in the
sky the day of Oktoberfest, but it did
shine in the faces and hearts of those at
Oktoberfest 1980.
"What brave klowns!"
one hundred and thirty-six
Under the direction of president Bill
LeWarne, tiiis year's Geist members
worked hard and long to make
Oktoberfest 1980 a success. The mem-
bers of Geist were: Donna Hughes,
Melody Crawley, Elaine MacDonald,
Cheryl Adkins, Bill LeWarne, Rebecca
Williams, Tammy Bird, Byron Bracey,
Tracey Hormuth, Val Campbell, Dale
Roller, Sally Lowe, and Marjorie
Croxton.
Competition of the classes is also shown in color
rush where the two classes compete in different
games.
For those who enjoy the performing arts, the
Dance Company was surely worth seeing.
If there is one event everyone wants to see during
Oktoberfest, it is CHI walk. For some it is the only
CHI walk they will ever see.
Red paint was definitely flying as the freshman
continued to throw red paint on the sophomores.
one hundred and thirtv-seven
After a long day of classes, exhaustion overtakes
studious Duke RoUins who is well known for his
perfect attendance record.
Life In The Dorm Is . .
.
* catching up on the latest episode of hall phone
General Hospital with the hall gang * Olympic bed-jumping championships
* listening through the paper thin walls * sledding in the snow on dining hall
for the latest gossip trays.
* waiting for your suitemate to finish * laundry hanging in the window, or in
her 45 minute shower the doorway, from the bookcase, be-
* pulling an all-nighter in the kitchen so cause the dryer is taken or out of order
you won't wake up your roommate * noisy
* a 3 a.m. firedrill in the rain * sometimes exciting, sometimes dull
* popcorn and pajama parties * not permitted during class time
* waiting in line for your turn on the one
i^^^^
Spring cleaning is one unpleasant aspect of student
life, as this Lancer demonstrates by cleaning his
room in Cox dormitory.
Anticipating good food, students race to the Din-
ing Hall so they can enjoy the delicious meals pre-
pared by ARA food service.
Leisure activities include a variet\' of sports. These
students are participating in s\\'imming races in
Lancer Hall.
Lectures by professors are part of the daily routine,
and the students taught under Dr. Fawcett are no
exception.
It's Miller Time! Cowgirls at heart. Tana Behins
and Theresa Alford relax at a S-UN mixer.
one hundred and thirU"-nine
MARDI
GRAS
Mardi Gras weekend was full of ex-
citement and great entertainment for
everyone. One of the highlights of Mardi
Gras was a major concert by Louisiana's
LeRoux. Saturday Night at the Races
and "Tac Showcase Band" were on the
agenda for Saturday, as well as the "Fat
Ammon's Band," whose music kept
everyone entertained. The weekend
concluded with "NALO" as a coffee-
house. A good time was had by all!
LEROUX!!
one hundred and forty
one hundred and fort\--one
William Parker, who won first prize in the Ken-
nedy Center Rockfeller Foundation International
Competition for Excellence in The Performance of
American Music.
"Toad" challenges Huggy, a Longwood student.
Mr. Price, after his show, relaxs with a few stu-
dents who stayed to go backstage.
Eric Hawkins performs as "Person Wings in the
Cherry Tree" in the show at Longwood.
one hundred and forty-two
Artist Series
1980-1981
The 1980-81 Artist Series consists of
five different performing arts.
The Chestnut Brass Company came to
Longwood on September 22, 1980. The
company is a vibrant quintet that plays
music that ranges from traditional to the
twentieth century works of jazz, rags,
popular, and even some movie music.
November 11, 1980, will be recalled as
a remarkable experience. The auditor-
ium was packed to see Vincent Price as
Oscar Wilde. For some students, this
was a once in a life time experience and
many took advantage of an informal rap
session with Mr. Price after the show.
Longwood was fortunate enough to
host Erick Hawkins, his dance companv
and his musicians, on February 1, 1981.
William Parker came to Longwood
February 13, 1981. He is a superior opera
singer.
Toad the Mime gave an unforgettable
performance on March 10, 1981. Her
success is linked to her practice of audi-
ence participation.
As the first of the five performing arts. The Chest-
nut Brass Companv put on an outstanding concert.
"Toad" gets personal with her audience.
Vincent Price in "Diversions and Delights."
one hundred and fort\"-three
MISS LONGWOOD
Master of ceremonies Chris Conners kept the audi-
ence in a state of anticipation throughout the entire
pageant.
In the talent competition, all of the contestants
displayed their abilities. Leigh Ann Goddin accom-
panied herself on the guitar.
Long weeks of hard work by contes-
tants, guest performers, and the pageant
committee came to a climax as master of
ceremonies Chris Conners announced
the winners of the Miss Longwood
Pageant: second runner up Marsha
Booth, first runner up Joanne Mosca,
and Miss Longwood 1981, Debra Col-
bert. The most talented nonfinalist in the
pageant was Rebecca Johnson, and
Melanie Moss was voted Miss Con-
geniality by the contestants.
The winner of the Miss Longwood 1981 pageant was Debra
Colbert. She received a $300 scholarship, as well as other
gifts.
The most talented non-finalist in the pageant was RebeccE
Johnson who choreographed her own dance routine.
one hundred and forty-four
SUPERDANCE
WW
The 1981 Superdance for Muscular
Dystrophy was a huge success, thanks
to chairman Debra Spencer, all others
who were responsible for the organiza-
tion of the Superdance, and the support
of Longwood College. The dedication
and stamina of the 141 dancers was in-
credible, as well as the amount of money
raised for M.D.A. — over $11,300! This
total sets quite a goal for next year's dan-
cers.
After 20 hours on the floor almost every step ever
invented had been danced, including the ever
popular "Backstroke."
The top three money raising couples; Jane Co\'ing-
ton, David Mitchell; Nanq- VVillard, BiUy Greer;
Randy Johnson, Valerie Turner.
The Superdance Poster Child was Vifheeled around
the floor to inspire the dancers to keep mo\Tng,
despite their fatigue.
Chairman of 1981 Superdance Dehra Spencer
announces the final total raised bv the 141 dancers
for Musudar EH-strophy after 20 hours of dancing.
one hundred and foit\--£ive
Holiday Festivities
It was not unusual to hear the jingling
of bells around campus during the last
days before Christmas break. Brightly
dressed in green and red outfits, a few
elected freshmen played the part of San-
ta's elves. They brought holiday cheer to
the Campus School and Holly Manor
Nursing Home, and to all who were pres-
ent at their Christmas skit. They ended
their week of festivities on a float in the
Farmville Christmas Parade.
Other highlights of the holiday season
included the ARA Slater 25th
Anniversary Dinner and Renaissance
Dinner. The evening held a dinner of
prime rib and figgy pudding, followed
by three hours of singing and dancing.
Occasionally there were toasts made
with hot wassail. The program con-
cluded with the singers and the audi-
ence singing Christmas carols.
Breakfasting together are the freshmen elves:
Annette Noce, Todd Basham, Ruth Anne Bailey,
Bob Jensen, and Trisha Boyle.
wm^
one hundred and forty-six
Representing the Freshmen Class as elves are: An-
nette Noce, Pam Fain\', Wanda NTncent, Terri Gault,
Becky Young, Trisha Boyle, Ruth Anne Bailev (Head
Elf), Nita Richardson, Richard Strs'ker, Tom Bailev,
Todd Basham, and Bob Jensen.
Students break for refreshments at the Holidav Dance
— Entertairunent was provided by the "Kings of
Swing."
one hundred and fort%'-seven
open Mike'
Sponsored by Longwood Student Union,
Open Mike gives students a chance to
show their talent, and provides entertain-
ment for their fellow students. Hosted for
the last two and a half years by Bill, Ken
and Duke, "tomorrow's superstars,"
Open Mike hosts a variety of acts. Musical
performances range from country west-
em, to pop, and even includes original
selections by students themselves. Other
acts include ventriloquism and comedy
routines. The popularity of Open Mike has
rapidly increased along with the size of its
audiences, and it is now one of the high
points on the activities calendar.
Professional is one word that is used to describe the
Joanne Mosca and Sue WUkinson team whose dassy
performances were a favorite among Open Mike au-
diences.
After a long string of bad jokes, Ross Cormer and
Mark Winecoff are at each other's throats vying for
the audience's attention.
Oh Nooo! "Mr. BUI"— LeWame and Ken Jones do a
take off on Saturday Night Live's "Mr. Bill" segment.
one hundred and iorty-eight
Duke, Bill and Ken (alias "The Three Stooge's")
serve as fillers between the real Open Mike guest
acts.
Chris Conners, part of the midget trio, has a little
trouble with breakfast.
Fred Campbell, pickin' and grinnin his ^s-ay into
the M-Star Open Mike Shoiv.
The audience snickers as stand-up comedian
Duke Rollins gets a ^^ell desen-ed pie in the face.
one hundred and fort\"-nine
one hundred and fifty
one hundred and fift\--one
Celebrate the coming of SPRING —
The weekend was full of fun for every-
one who was involved, planning or
participating. Thursday evening Scott
Jones performed in the Gold Room.
One of the most awesome perform-
ances Longwood sees during the year
is the traditional "Janice" mixer. Janice
not only shares her music but she
shares her personal testimony of her
relationship with her Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ. Saturday was an eventful
day, beginning with the 4th Annual
Longwood Minithon in which 170
people were registered to run the 6.2
miles from Hampden Sydney to the
front lawn of Lancaster Library. Other
events that kept everyone busy were
the outdoor picnic with Bermuda
Triangle, Jazz Ensemble, "Wonder
Hat" a one act play, followed by per-
formances of the All-Stars from Open
Mike. The Dance Company spring
concert and "Saturday Night Alive"
who presented Stillwater provided the
evening entertainment. Spring
Weekend is a funfilled weekend and is
a great chance for prospective stu-
dents to visit Longwood.
Spring Weekend
one hundred and fifty-two
one hundred and fift\--three
Don't say "Goodbye" . . . Just
say "See ya later alligator."
one hundred and fifty-four
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A college education seldom hurts a man
if he's willing to learn a little something
after he graduates.
— Apples of Gold
— Class of 1981
one hundred and fiftv-six
Graduation
one hundred and fim--seven
ORGANIZATIONS
)S and organizations reflect the interests, talents
and nee9s of the students. Some groups perform other
provide services and some offer "once in a life-time
opportunities." They all bring the otherwise diverse
campus population together for common interests.
Lfse what talents you possess: The woods would be very silent if no birds
sang there except those who sang the best.
one hundred and fifty-eight
one hundred and fifh'-nine
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THOMAS MORAN STEPHEN HAWTHORNE KEITH RUSSELL
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BARRY DRIVER DAN CAMERON PATRICK DOLAN TOM BAILEY 6E0FFBEY SHAFER DAVID LARSON MARCUS SHAW
Robert Butler, Mark Segal, Mark Moreno, Jeff Vaden, Dallas Bradbury, Bruce Benham, Kerry Koberowski, Kenny Marcus, Robert Bagnall, Daniel
Cameron, Barry Driver, Stephen Hawthorne, William Johnson, Tom Moran, Daniel Richard, David Sav^yer, Patrick Dolan, Marcus Shaw, Jeffery Shafer,
Tom Bailey, David Larson, Keith Russell, William Stenzhorn, Hugh Gallagher, William Dews, Thomas Reynolds.
Alpha Chi liho
Founded — June 4, 1895
Trinity College
Hartford, Conn.
Colors — maroon and white
Motto — Be Men
Philanthropy — American Red Cross
one hundred and sixty
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Kendall Adams, Darryl Balderson, Doug Braig, Steve Breeden, Rick Bright, Jim Cashwell, Nick Ciucd, Brian Cochran, Jeff Craghead, Jack Crickenberger,
David Crute, Toby Demsko, Jim Dunn, Cad Ellis, Ed Esatto, Paul Garrett, Penn Gorman, Da\id Gott, Buster Ha\-\vood, Scott Hileman. Steve Huber. T.C.
Jones, Tim Jordan, Karl Kiracofe, Bruce Lindeman, Keith Lucas, Albert Lunsford, Scott Lvles, John Machen, John McLaren, Bob Meeks. Mike Moon,
Keith Moore, Tim Nunn, Whit Privott, Dale Rankin, David Ritter, Kevin Ryman, Mike Salmon, Stone Smith, Ra\' SpiUman. George Stonikinis, Richard
Stryker, Dave Swago, Jack Thomas, David Wall, David Wood. Little Sisters: Barbara Stonikinis, Edie Fletcher, Donna Xuckols. Wanda Uoyd, Connie
Newsome, Kathy Bowers, Paige Lockett, Susan Byrd, Deby Ferguson, Judy Zimmerman, Beth Mills.
f Phi Kappa Phi
Founded— December 10, 1904
College of Charleston, S.C.
Flower — Red rose
Colors— gold, white and royal blue
Motto — "Nothing shall ever tear
us asunder."
one hundred and sixt>--one
Juli Vermillion, Gale Carter, Troy Luckett, Kimberly Staples, Donna Bruce, Kathy Vannice, Julie Compton, Cheryl Fitts, Dianne Thomas, Lauren Beasley,
Veronica Cary, Kitty Grant, Cheryl Pelkey, Amy Easthom, Genia Huff, Barbara Mooney, Kim Walker, Joanne Segraves, Donna Drinkard, Eileen Henry,
Joan Brooks, Jeanne Reynolds, Millie Smith, Patty Walton, Suzi Abe, Suzan Turkekul, Lisa Brandon, Cindy Adams, Margi Janger, Joy Duncan, Joan
Weidmann, Cindy Clegg, Lisa Overby, Ellen Beasley, Gail Caton, Dawn Perdue, Linda Moran, Leigh Ann Goddin, Deborah Duval, Kathy Eareckson,
Cheryl Compton.
Alpha Drill Pi
Alpha Delta Pi
Founded— May 15, 1851
Wesleyan Female College
Macon, Georgia
Flower — violets
Colors — azure blue and white
Magazine — Adelphean, Chronicle
Philanthropies — Society for
Crippled children and the
Ronald McDonald Houses
one hundred and sixty-two
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Tracy Hormuth, Anne Guthrie, Lynn Campbell, Denise Monette, Mary Ingram, Karen Perker, Darlene Foster, Katherine L\Tich, Amv Perr\-, Kathv Koch.
Michele Hogge, Lisa Howell, Mitzi Mason, Jennifer Bare, Carol Penn, Berkeley Harland, Tammy Bird, Anna Stalev, Mar\' Soles, Karen Lane, Janice
Harper, Ellen Carr, Jeanne Chappell, Kathy Idelson, Denise Snader, Anne Dempsey, Andrea Simmons, Pam Updike, Beth Waddell, Bonnie Vaughn,
Carol Giancaspro, Vicki Matthewson, Lydia Rice, Ann Normand, Kathy Johnston, Betsy Delong, Beth Rowe, Mars' Cawthome. .\nx\ Eubank, Quis
Tullington, Karen Savarese, Eileen Mathes, Teresa Wright, Betty Jo Casey, Wendy Houser, Chene Stevens, Pegg\- Camire, Beth Stewart, Janice Boyd,
Debbie Thorn, Beth Hamilton, Rhonda Pulliam, Georgia Staley, Gayle Shuler, Janet Temple, L\Tida Stratton, Snaron Mauch, Amanda Chase, Cheryl
Brown, Patty Carey, Deana McQuire, Leslie Hutchins, Jennifer Jones, Trisha Boyle.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Foimded— May 30, 1904
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
Flower— Red and buff roses
Colors — Red, buff, and green
Magazine — Quarterly
Philanthropies — National: Qeft
palate research
one hundred and sixt\--three
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Juliana Worsham, Gary Bell, Linda Clements, Sarah Stump, Margaret Fowler, Dianne Jefferies, Katherine Anne Beale, Liz Rammell, Pixie Strike, Krista
Grow, Beverly Mozingo, Janet Sykes, Faith Glark, Deborah Moreau, Ginger Thorton, Julie Baca, Gathy Ghristman, Amy Schulze, Darlene GiUikin, Anne
Tlnsley, Don Heflin, Wendy Watson, Beverly Lewis, Robyn Carr, Kim Harrison, Sandy Burton, Mindy Brumfield, Laura Prazmark, Connie Newsome,
Candace Donahue, Bland Hotchkiss, Sheri Nunn, Susan Parker, Rebecca Johnson, Donna Crowley, Jeanne Brantley, Ann Young, Liz Gleason, Cynthia
Price, Patricia Kindrick, Nancy Grimstead, Irenie Triarhos, Christine Giese, Carla Fastabend, Donna Ruggiero, Cindi Satterwhite, Chrystie Walker,
Tammy Porter, Lisa Harwood, Selma Turkekul, Kimberly Parrish.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Founded — November 15, 1901
Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia £
Flower — narcissus, aster
^H^,fl£ja^ i R@Wi
Colors — Red and white M^UWk(>iP-^
Magazine— The Phoenix
Philanthropies — National: Mentally
Retarded Children
1 mlM91
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Joyce Anderson, Teri Davis, Julie Dayton, Cindy Dropeski, Brenda Fettrow, Kim Garber, Barb Greer, Jan Jennings, lean McLann, Linda Pullen. Pam
Putney, Linda Paschall, Donna Braden, Cindy Christensen, Julia Combs, Kim Fuhr, Beverly Harris, Sharon Harrup. Jo lacobs. lamce John^n, Karen
Kilmer, Mary King, Lisa Lassiter, Christi Lewis, Melanie Moss, Connie Murray, Sharon Pa'\Tie, Julie Petefish, Grace Ann Rodgers. Mar%- Slade, Debra
Spencer, Susan Towler, Susan Melvin, Winona Bayne, Sherri Carmony, Karen Crespo, Suzanne Frailie, Lorrie Garber, Melame (Gilbert. Jariet Long. Chns
Mayer, Mary Milne, Sharon Pillow, Jeanne Breckenridge, Betty Johnson, Jean Mayo, Lori Wilson, Lisa Horton, Jud\- Carmon\-, Carol Duqueete. Terr\-
Chumley, Mary Hollup, Chris Ruppell, Kathy KJebert, Lisa Crockett, Elaine Olay.
. .
-i .
Alpha Sigma Tau
Founded — 1899
Michigan State Normal School
Ypsilanti, Michigan
Flower — yellow rose
Colors — emerald green and gold
Magazine — The Anchor
Philanthropies — Pine Mountain
Settlement School
one hundred and sL\t\--five
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STACIE S0UTHW1CK
Jeanne Becker, Betsy Bishop, Linda Boulais, Lisa Comer, Denise Clark, Sandi Cram, Nancy DashieU, Karen Elliott, Sara Farris, Keaton Foster, Michese
Hamilton, Kim Hannon, Patty Hunter, Amy Kane, Faith Lancaster, Lisa Lawhome, Denise Locke, Karen Long, Marcy Lowends, Mary Beth Ibanez,
Melissa Mabry, Kathy Markley, Mary Anne McAllister, Sue McLuckie, Nancy Morton, Ginger Moss, Carolyn Scully, Mary Ann Shirvell, Teri Simmons,
Pam Svoboda, Marae Swale, Amy Thacker, Angel Thacker, Cindy Thurman, Patti Twyman, Karen Via, Stacie Southwick, Kathy Watson.
Delta Zeta
Founded— October 24, 1902
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
Flower — killamey rose
Colors — old rose and vieux green
Magazine — The Lamp
Philanthropies — Gallaudet College for
the deaf
one hundred and sixty-six
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Linda Krutainis, Carol Kilvington, Cee Cee Carrington, Penny Long, Deana Otwell, Luc\' Peach\', Irish King, Melanie Spivey. Janet Allen, Julia
Fitzgerald, Patti GUlum, Barbara Haney, Theresa Wade, Ruby Barnes, Cathy Downev, Emilv Bella\'igna, Kate Clementson. Debra Colbert, Cindy
Eggleston, Teresa Harris, Linda Hitt, Jenny Lashley, Lisa Heflin, Jody Lunday, Donna Martin, Andrea Niott, Lisa Shivlev, Susan Bryant, Cathy Carderi,
Julie Cockfield, Cathy Creamer, Ashley Peachy, Gayle Weaver, Laura Zandall, Sharon Callahan, Angela Katsarelis, Rafnona Lanier, Carol Mbnninger.
Diane Noel, Beth Parker, Mary Rushton, Tammy Sims, Mary-Lewis Thorp, Pam Winger, Jeanie Bnnklev, Linda PoLk.
Kappa Delta
Founded — October 23, 1897
Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia
Flower— white rose
Colors — white and olive green
Magazine — The Angelos of Kappa
Delta
Philanthropies — National: Crippled
Children's Hospital, Richmond, Va.
one hundred and sixts'-seven
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CATHY SIMMONS DEBORAH FUGEL ELLEN DUNN
NIE IBANEZ SUSAN ROBERTS MARGARET GARY DEBBIE SMITH DEBBIE MICHAEL ROBIN BARTON
Paige Anderson, Robyn Black, Val Campbell, Peggy Cary, Maggi Donovan, Vicky Duncan, Laura Gamett, Rose Hensley, Barbara Jolly, Jean Geoghegan,
Ruth Lundy, Debbie Michael, Meg Mistretta, Kathy Mitchell, Renee Turner, Julie Walker, Kim Wood, Diane Wright, Joanne Yeatts, Susie Roberts, Lori
Morgan, Ellen Dunn, Pam Craft, Stephanie Ibanez, Debbie MiUer, Lynne Davis, Carol Mcintosh, Debbie Fugel, Snook Smith, Kathy Simmons, Susie
Leslie, Penny Jones, Cynthia Winn.
PhiMu
Founded — March 4, 1852
Wesleyan College
Macon, Georgia
Flower — rose carnation
Colors — rose and white
Magazine — The Aglaia
Philanthropies — National: Project
Hope
Local: T.B. Association
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Karen Doss, Joyce Pool, Patricia Games, Deborah Grigsby, Elizabeth Slater, Gynthia Roakes, Anne Gaither, Dianne Bottoms, Eteborah Jochens, Elizabeth
Roakes, Jackie Steer, Patia Truitt, Mary Pleasant, La Donna Wright, Mary Kloc, Alice Bartlett, Linda Love, Teresa Moore, Gindv dark, Gretchen
Rowland, Sherri Truitt, Kelly Jones, Karen Crawford, Cheryl Donovan, Catherine Allen, Shelli Miller, Hampton Massie, Michelle Lewis, Linda
Keppel, Lola Shartzer, Beth Dingus, Sue Morris, Kim Lauterbach, Sherry Dudley, Kathleen Heinsdale, Gail Truitt, Jennifer Spradlin, Wendy MoDo\-,
Cheryl Wimbish, Carrie Chumney, Robyn Reynolds, Pam Faini, Jackie Shepherd, Marie Hogge, Sandra Stabler, Nguyet Ha. Amy Bowers, Susan Butliri,
Maureen Rogge, Lynne Kibblehouse, Susan Harris, Karen Dreher, Laurie Prehn, Catherine Collins.
Sigma Kappa
Founded — November 9, 1874
Colby College
Waterville, Maine
Flower— violet
Colors — lavender and maroon
Magazine — The Triangle
Philanthropies— Gerontology
one hundred and sixtv-nine
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Kathi Agnew, Nancy Annis, Claudia Boggs, Debbie Campbell, Katrina Christ, Bethann Clark, Debra Cosby, Lisa Dorsett, Marie Doulliard, Karen
Finnerty, Kathy Flannelly, Dee Ann Hall, Judith Harrison, Lou Howell, Tiemey Hunt, Leigh Hunter, Elaine Jones, Elizabeth Jones, Janet KeEy, Ann
Maxey, Jettaka McGregor, Anne Niezgoda, Robin Peterson, Terrianne Poor, Tonya Smith, Konda Snell, Lisa Snellings, PoUy Swenson, Lisa Thomas,
Romina Tirambulo, Cheryl Wilcox, Dolly Young, Jill Aron, Tamara Baker, Kelly Donahue, Susie Donohoe, Liz D Sumey, Beth Fleshman, Laurie
Goodwyn, Lynne Grove, Robbie Hanger, Lisa Hedrick, Vickie Lynn Jones, Beth Mabry, Cathy Poehler, Lisa Samuel, Patty Scholberg, Francis Shelton,
Karen Tinsley, Peyton White, Jennifer York, Carol Farleigh.
Zeta Tau Alpha
Founded — October 15, 1898
Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia
Flower — white violet
Colors — turquoise and gray
Magazine — Themis
Philanthropies — National Association
of Retarded Citizens Local: Help the
needy at Christmas
one hundred and seventy
Greek woman of the year
Intrafraternity
Council
President — Barry Driver
Vice President — James
Goodacre
Treasurer — Mike Moon
Secretary — Mark Winecoff
Meet the Greeks . .
.
Panhellenic Council
The 1981 Panhellenic Council: Stephanie
Ibanez, Cathy Christman, Betsv Clark,
Stacy Southvvick, Laurie Garber, Cher\l
Pelkey, Niki Fallis. Anne Dempsev, Laura
Zandall, Pattv Tuvman, Liz Gleason, Janet
Temple, Leigh Ann Goddin, Keny Shar-
man. Lou Howell, Lisa Hedrick, Melanie
Gilbert, Pam Winger, Michelle Lew-is
one hundred and sevent\--one
Cheerleaders
one hundred and seventy-two
1981 Cheerleaders
Kei\dall Adams
Chris Conner
Ross Conner
Karen Finnerty
David Gott
Karl Kiracofe
Ana Knapp
Elaine Lassiter
John McLaren
Bo Pride
Annette Saunders
Steve Scalske
Tonya Smith
Amy Thacker
one hundred and sevent\'-three
Pre-
professionals
Linda St. John, Kenny Snyder, Connie
Spangler, *
,
Jeanne Reynolds, Sherry
Miller, Millie Smith, Dawn Burks, Jody
Hall, Sharon Crim, Cheryl Pring, Dr.
Merkle.
Alpha Delta Mu
Brenda Bonucelli
Loretta Busby
Suzanne Day
Caroline Emery
Jane Froemel
Mary Holland
Mary Ingram
Christie Lewis
Belinda Richards
Donna Toney
Alpha Delta Mu is the National Honor
Fraternity for Social Work majors. It was
chartered at Longwood College in 1980.
Its ideals are service and professional
knowledge.
one hundred and seventy-four
Foreign Language Club
Polly Swenson, Janet Allen, Dr. Silveria,
Karen Hoffman, David — , Debbie
Wooten, *, George O'Quinn, Dorsey
Howard, *, Mark Davis.
Kathy Idelson, Kitty Grant, Janet Allen,
[ackie Burton, Brenda Coleman, Becky
Counts. Dr. Stuart. Absent: Julie Baca,
Amanada Bateman, Nancy Blackburn,
Nina Leffue, Penelope Mottley.
Lambda
Iota Tau
Lambda Iota Tau is an International
honor society- for outstanding achieve-
ments in language literature courses.
The Eta Theta chapter of this fratemit>-
was established on the Longwood
campus in March of 1967. The sodet%-
encourages scholastic excellence in the
study of literature. Membership is
composed of junior and senior English
and foreign language majors.
one hundred and sevent\'-five
Virginia Home Economics Association —
SMS,
I
Karen C— , Kim Upshaw, Julie Compton, Cathy Garden, Sonja Bamham, Sandra Hicks. Marda '
Fastabend, Lisa Lassiter, Cheryl AdJcins, Tawanna Lee, Sharon Dowdy, Leigh Arm Goddin,
•' Brenda Laws, Mary Catherine Tanner.
Federation of Student Social Workers
President Brenda Bonucelli
Vice President Jill Pearce
Treasurer Belinda Richards
Secretary Donna Toney
Historian Jane Froemel
one hundred and seventy-six
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Teresa Wright, Kathy Fallen, Donna
Dix, Lisa Swackhammer, Jeanne Brandey,
Donna Crowley, Sherry Carmony, Mol-
ly Handy, Brenda Jenkins, Patty Walton,
Sara Rengstorf, Deanna McGuire, Pam
Winger, Eileen Mathes, Larrv Richards,
Jeff biedjeski. Absent: Beth Rowe, Don-
na Barger, Mary Cawthome, Elizabeth
Connor, Kathy Devine, Becky Dunk,
Margie Fanton, Kathy Fuller, Melanie
Gilbert, Cathv Allen, Teresa Baughan,
Betsy Broaddus, Judy Clement, Ann
Eubank, Karen Finner'ty, Tanya Gallop,
Robyn Goff, Wendv Howser, Kelly
Jones, Carol Atkins, t)ebbie Birkelana,
Pam Coffman, Connie Davis, Marie
Doviilard, Suzanne FraiJie, Lorrie Gar-
ber, Susan Hall, Diane Hutson, Elaine
Lassiter, Michelle Lewis, Judv Luck,
Johnette Mallory, Barbara Mooney,
Wendy Priolo, Robin Reynolds, Jean
Rood, Lisa Shively, Lett\' Sink, Lisa
Spencer, Chris Tullington, Ilona Wilson,
Leigh Ann Lilly, Cathv McCurdy, Sheryl
Oesterheld, Theresa Ray, Melissa Sager,
Trotman Simpson, Sancii Stabler, Suzan
Turkekul, Linda Whitehead, Penny
Lowdermilk, Debbie Micheal, Susan
Parker, Maureen Rogge, Karen
Saverese, Tammv Sims, Niillie Smith.
Rennee Turner, Pat Williamson.
Circle K Club
Marv Arwood, Tom Bailev, Angela Cox,
Robin Curr\', Trao.' Durham, Caroline
Emerv, Tami Gibson, Theresa Hall,
David Larson, Elizabeth Lawhorne,
Adam Lee, Cathy Pace, Marde Swale,
Sheryl Lore.
President — Cheryl BeausoleU
Vice President — 'Ann Wickowski
Corres. Sec. — Ann Marie Garrett
Recording Sec. — Connie FerreU
Treasurer — Robert Graham
Historian — Brenda Funk
Advisor — Dr. Jordan
one hundred and sevent\--seven
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society
which recognizes and encourages super-
ior scholarship in all academic disci-
plines and many professional fields.
Thus, Phi Kappa Phi is distinguished by
its dedication to the twin principles of
integration and democratization of
learning. The society is convinced that in
recognizing and honoring those per-
sons of good character who have ex-
celled it espouses excellence. Membership
is limited to juniors with an accumulative
average of 3.75 seniors with accumula-
tive average of 3.50 and to graduate stu-
dents and faculty members whose
academic attainments are similar to
these.
INITIATES:
Julie Baca
Rebecca Bailey
Lois Baker
Tamara Bird
Nancy Blackburn
Loretta Busby
Valerie Campbell
Julie Rae Compton
John Cresswell
Donna DaUey
Tammy Davis
Mary Jo Dollins
Sharon Dowdy
Janice Eggleston
Raymond Elliott
Margaret Ellis
Bettie Felumlee
Susan Godbey
Kimberly Hancock
Kimberly Hannan
Dorsey Howard
Donna Hughes
Mary Johnson
Peggy Johnson
Beth joles
Cathy Maxey Jones
Ann Maxey
Evelyn A. Maxey
Pam Mayo
E.T. Nonne, Jr.
Susannah Nuchols
David Payne
Jennifer Carravay Perkins
Cindee Progar
Marguerite KoUer
Mary Sewell
Jacquelin Sullins
Lynn Williams
Sharon Wooten
Dorothy Young
Faculty Members
Dr. Robert Blasch
Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt
Dr. Jerry Cardwell
Dr. Carolyn Craft
Dr. James Crowl
Dr. Elizabeth Etheridge
Dr. William Frank
Dr. Paul Hesselink
Dr. Lawerence Hlad
Mr ,. Melinda Fowlkes
Dr. Elizabeth Jackson
Dr. James Jordan
Mr ,. Cathy McCanless
Dr. Robert May
Dr. Jo Leslie Sneller
Mr Homer Springer
Wayne TmneilDr.
Dr Carolyn Wells
Mrs. Sarah Young
one hundred and seventy-eight
AfrO'American Student Alliance
Vanessa Scott, Louise Xowlin, Veronica
Long, Ivan Page, Linda Vaughan. Pat-
rice Williamson, Sonya Bamham, Lisa
Parker, Janice Dungee, Peggy Mover,
Sandra Hicks, Elaine Lassiter, Clara
James, Gary Thornhill, John Crosby,
Muriel Adams, Alice Younger, Barbara
Brogdon, Queen Hardison, Brenda
Laws, Laurie Mitchell.
Pi Mu Epsilon
Kathy Bowers, Gina Bruntlev, Jan Cog-
gins, Wanda Conner, Delanie Douglas,
Susan Godby, Xguvet Ha, Mollv
Handy, Barbara Jolly, Tim Kendrick',
Deana Otwell, Marv Purdum, Gar\-
Rilev, Diane Robinson, Kelly Sander-
son, Bruce Shepperson, Kim Staples,
Walter Wooldridge.
Kelly Sanderson, Kim Staples
one hundred and sevent\'-ninc
Sociology-
Anthropology
Club
Carol Boyers, Rebecca Miller, Dolly
Young, Patty Thomas. Mary Jane Sex-
ton, Snerri Williams, Bernice Carson, Jill
Puller, Toby Demsko, Dr. Jordan.
Honors
Council
The purpose of the Honors Council is to
stimulate and encourage each student to
take full advantage of every learning
opportunity offered by the academic set-
ting of college Ufe.
Jeff Sledjeski
Marcia Fastabend
Jaruce Roakes
Nina Leffue
Kelley Harlowe
Vicki Mathewson
Grace Ann Rodgers
Mary B. Soles
Julie Compton
Jacquline burton
Val CampbeU
Dr. James Jordan
Scott Noonan
Elizabeth Kause
Kim Staples
Cindy Hamilton
Dr. James Gussett
one hundred and eighty
Alpha Lambda Delta
Dr. Gussett — Advisor, Susan Watford,
*, Karen Via, Elizabeth Connors, Ellen
Motley. Deana Otwell, Molly Handy,
Joan Thorpe, Robin Andrews, Cheryl
Pring, *. Absent: Patricia Abe, Vivian
Anderson, Margaret Binzer, Jeanne
Brantley, Sherie Bryant, Angela Cox,
Kenneth Devor, Kim Diggs, Mary
Dorsett, Robyn Goff, Angela Loving,
Marc Lowery, Pamela Melton, Sherri
Miller, Charna Moore, Carol Parrish,
Theresa Ray, Jefferv' Reynolds, Donald
Roland, Michael Salmon, Millie Smith,
Joan Thorp, Vickie Lien Ying Wong.
President — Deana Otwell
Vice President — Robyn Goff
Secretary — Karen Via
Treasurer — Jeanne Brantley
Historian — Susan Watford'
Honors Council Rep. — Vivian
Anderson
" Alpha Psi
Omega
Lisa Swackhammer, Ann Via, Shellv
Gluse, Nina Leffue. Jeff Sledjeski, .Anne
Omohundro, Kerry McCarthy, Xeil
Sawyer, Brenda Coleman. Absent: Lin-
da Wheeler, Frank Creasv, Rust\- Hurlv,
Dianne Wright, Doug BIe\"ins, Suzarme
Day, Maria Lemaster, Judi Stanley,
Kathleen Gamble, Richard Gamble, Dr.
Webber, Dr. Young, Dr. Lockwood,
Buddy Bourne, George Hughes, Dale
Roller.
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Delta Psi Kwpjja
Vicki Mathewson, Mary Sewell, Chris
Ruppel, Cindy Christensen, Karen Mul-
linan, Sharon Harrup, Grace Ann Rod-
gers, Julie Dayton, Ten Davis, Margaret
Anne Ellis, Jo Ann Jacobs, Judy Fayne,
Cheryl Fitts, Dr. Bobbitt. kwiMlvi
Beta Beta Beta
Anne Niezgoda, Beth Joles, Kelly Har-
lowe, Dreena Mann, David Payne, Gail
Crumpler, Kathy Wong, Val Campbell,
Doris Lyles, Dung A. Nguyen, Dr.
Merkle, Dr. Briel, Sharon Crim, Kitten
Abernathy.
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Judy Ayscue
Beth Breckinridge
Brenda Sassar
Cynthia Smith
Donna Bruce Karen Smith
Marjorie Croxton Tammy Wallace
Cindy Cumins Tammy Bird
Susan Davidson Donna Todd
Janice Lembke Donna Hughes
Penelope Mottley Susan Bacon
" Donna Nicely Mancy Blackburn
Patricia Owen Donna Daily
Cindy Poore
Elizabeth Rammell
Tammy Davis
Bettie Felumlie
Beverly Florence
Linda Hall
Ginger Glascock
Anne Maxey
Susannah Nuckols Jove Posey
Mary SladeNancy Shafferman
Judi Stanley Lynn Williams
Mary B. Soles
The purpose of Kappa Delta Pi shall be
to encourage high professional, intellec-
tual and personal standards and to rec-
ognize outstanding contributions to
education. To this end it shall invite to
membership such persons as exhibit
commendable personal endeavor to main-
tain a high degree of professional fel-
lowship among its members and to
quicken professional growth by honor-
ing achievements in educarion work.
Kappa Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi is a professional Fratemi-
t\' organized to foster the study of busi-
ness in uni\'ersities; to encourage schol-
arship, social actixitx" and the associa-
tion of students for their mutual
advancement bv research and practice;
to promote closer affiliation between the
commercial ethics, culture and the d%ic
merce, to further a higher standard of
commerical ethics, culture and the ci\'ic
and commercial welfare of the com-
munity.
eth Dingus, Jerry Burineton, Jenny Mims, Cindy Adams, Joan Kelarakis, Dinnie Kem, Debbv Mihm. Jim
attan, Melanie Harrell, Marie Hogge, Karen Kelsey, Marie Hoiberg, Eileen Mathes, Ginger Thronton.
overly Lewis, Dr. Owen Fields. Absent: Patricia Bowman, Donna Cappart, Kien Dolinh, Lloyd Dollins, Carol
iancaspro, Randy Josemans, Elfrieda Kerns, Matt Lair, Sandra Martin, Donna Mitchell, Debbie Moreau,
athy Palmore, Jean Powers, Larry Richardson, Cherie Stevens, Debra Smilev, Mimi Triambulo. Linda
aughn, Ellen Wagstaff, Nancy Warren, Kim Wood, Vicki Woodruff, Richard Measell, John E. Carr. Francis
amlett, Mary Nomitt.
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Kappa Omicron Phi
Kappa Omicron Phi is a national home
economics honor society which was
established at Longwood on April 14,
1962. The purpose of this honor society
is to hirther the best interests of home
economics by recognizing and en-
couraging scholastic excellence, de-
veloping leadership abilities, fostering
professional activities and interests, and
promoting fellowship among faculty
and students of the profession.
Julie Compton — President
Cheryl Adkins — V. President
Marcia Fastabend — Secretary
Cindy Jackson — Treasurer
Ronnie Cary — Guard
Becky Bailey
Jane Campbell
Diane Davis
Sharon Dowdy
Peggy Johnson
Janice Lembke
Toni Kendrick
Carol Parrish
Kim Upshaw
Susan Watford
Miss Eva J. McCreary
Lychnos
Society
The purpose of Lychnos is to promote
interest in science and mathematics.
Lychnos is a local honorary organization
which was established in 1958. Mem-
bership is limited to juniors and seniors
who are majoring in biology, chemistry,
general science, and mathematics.
Kitten Abernathy, Jane Bruce, Val Campbell, Melody Companion, Gail Crurnpler,
Betsy Delong, Delaine Douglas, Susan Godbey, Kelley Harlowe, Beth Joles, Kathy
Lance, Kenny Marcus, Dung Nguyen, Susan Pratt, Mary Purdum, Diane Robinsor
Kelly Sanderson, Jim Staples, Juliana Worsham, Dr. Leta Jane Hobnan.
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Sigma Alpha Iota
Stephanie Jones, Laurie Hollenden,
Jeannie Drewer, Wanda Peters, Karen
Hoffman, Sandy Walls, Lola Shartzer,
Becky Helton, Glennis Jeter, Rene Wil-
liams, Jo ann Mosca, Elaine McDonald,
Ruth Vaughn, Peg Roettger, Kerry
McCarthy, Cindy Hamilton, Myrne
McGonigle, Margiierite Roller, Kristen
Holberg. Absent: Mary Breeden, Debra
Colbert, Sandra Goodwin, Margie
LaReau, Bonnie Harris, Connie Ree\es.
Phi Mu Alpha
Scott Noonan, Pete Tideman, Xathaniel
Eismann, Lany Smith, Lonnie Da\-id-
son, Mike Law'son, Llovd Dollins, Mike
Gould, Michael Lafoon, Charlie Mason,
Christopher Pace, Paul Perkins, James
Thomas, Dr. Louard Egbert, Dr. Paul
Hesselink
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We, the members of CHI, come together to recognize those
of our college community who have exhibited outstanding
dedication and spirit. CHI is not the eleven individual mem-
bers standing before you, but an ideal spirit that can not be
found in any one person. These flames are combined to form
one fire that will burn eternally in the minds of those who
strive for the spirit CHI represents. It is through you as
individuals working together that these ideals will be real-
ized.
We, the members of CHI 1981, challenge you, our friends,
to erase from your memory the personification of the ideal.
Instead look to your own souls— you are the flame, you are
the spirit, you are the CHI to whom we burn.
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CHI Commendations
Faculty and Staff:
Hoke Currie
Grace Ann Kodgers
Mary Slade
Mrs. Betty Bryant
Darrell Harba'um
Vick'i Matthewson
Debra Spencer
Richard Gamble Dallas Bradburv-
Mrs. Sue Clark Larr%- Smith
Mrs. Evelyn Coleman BetU' Lou Smith
Don Turbin Cindy Christensen
Mrs. Barbara Nanzig Ann "Normand
Organizatmis:
Gymnastics Team
Placement Office
Jane Froemel
Sophomores:
Stephanie Ibanez
Circle K Suzanne Frailie
Therapeutic Recreation VVinonna Bayne
Organization Lisa Swackh'ammer
Seniors: Cherie Stevens
Bonnie Conners Pete Tideman
Val Campbell Freshman:
Pam Wagner Georgia Staley
Bob JensenKerry McCarthy
Lynn Campbell Trisha Bovle
Sally Lowe Annette .\'oce
Michelle Smith Torchbearers:
Valerie Narayo Tracey Hormuth
Kelly Sanderson Val Campbell
Cheryl Adkins Sophomore Helpers:
Lisa SivacklwmmerSherfie Gallop
Juniors: Suzanne Frailie
Patti Bowman Ross Conner
Betsy Delong
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Judicial Board
Chairman — Sally Lowe
Vice Chairman — Kathy Vannice
Secretary — Brenda Coleman
Investigators (College Violations)
Debra Spencer
Kim Fuhr
Mitzi Mason
Investigators (Honor Code Violations)
Ann Wyatt
Caryn Driskill
Chris Vontsolos
Sara Hazelgrove
Junior Representatives
Donna Bruce
Frank Creasy
Linda Paschall
Sophomore Representatives
Cathy Reynolds
Nanc^ Setzer
Pam Updike
Freshman Representatives
Judy Clement
Suzanne FraUie
Lisa Overby
Mark Winn
Advisors
Dr. James Helms
Dr. Jeffery Orth
Miss Nancy Andrews
Administrative Staff
Mr. Ton Nanzig
Mr. Dave Suchanic
Mrs. Elaine Jones
Legislative Board
Chairman — Tammy Bird
Vice Chairman — Cindy Dropeski
Chairman of Orientation — Brenda
Fettrow
Corresponding Secretary — Christi
Lewis
Recording Secretary — Nancy Warren
Treasurer — Sharon Harrup
Senior Represenatives
Debbie Northern
Libby Bowman
Susie Transue
Janie Petty
Junior Representatives
Teri Davis
Julie Dayton
Donna Hughes
Karen Lane
Sophomore Representatives
Beth WaddeU
Vicki Matthewson
Mary Slade
Julia Combs
Freshman Representatives
Cheryl Donavan
Mary Cawthorne
Day Student Representative
Patty Bowman
Advisors
Dr. T.C. Dalton
Dr. Gussett
Residence Board
Chairman — Linda Wheeler
Vice Chairman — Bill Johnson
Secretary — Lisa Comer
Fire Warden — Janice Johnson
Investigators
Amy Wilson
Terry Keesee
Dorm Presidents
S. Cunn. — Roxanna Slaughter
N. Cunn. — Jeanne Reynolds
M. Cunn. — Bob Butler
Cox — Jay Poole
Curry (upper) — Cheryl Pelkey
Curry (lower) — Becki Bailey
Frazer (Upper) — Juliet Rose
Frazer (lower) — Bill Todd
French — Tracy Rice
S. Ruffner — Louise Nowlin
Stubbs — Syliva Roberts
Tabb — Mary Milne
Wheeler — Rebecca Nunez
Advisors
Mr. Tom Nanzig
Mr. George Stonikinis
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Student Government Senate
President — Sharon Harrup
Vice President — Nancy Warren
Chairman of Orientation — Dallas
Bradbury
Corresponding Secretary — Susan
Melvin
Recording Secretary — Ginger
Thornton
Treasurer — Gayle Febia
Student Union Rep. — Jerry Richman
Advisor — T.C. Dalton
Jim Gussett
Day Student Representatives
ratty Bowman
Karen Kelsey
Senior Class President
Jan Jennings
Junior Class President
Pam Updike
Sophomore Class President
Michelle Lewis
Freshman Class President
Trisha Boyle
Judicial Board Chairman
Brenda Coleman
Residence Hall Life Comm. Chairman
Christi Lewis
Campus Life Comm. Chairman
Vicki Mathewbon
Senior Representatives
Kelly Sanderson
Robyn Black
Cindy Dropeski
Junior Representatives
Julia Combs
Dennis Soothers
Karen Kilmer
Sophomore Representatives
Cherie Stevens
Sara Rengstor
Stephanie Ibanez
Freshman Representatives
Annette Noce
John Bauman
Residence Hall Life Committee
Sue Duvall
Paul Garrett
Arthur Nelson
Lou Horton
Jane Froemel
Carrie Chumney
Bill Stafford
Susan Meadows
Julie Conipton
Lisa Stanfield
Tracy Rice
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IThe Gyn
Literary Co-Editors: Molly Bell
RoDin Reynolds Cindy Carter
Angela Cox Linda Eanes
Art Editor: Lisa Cumbey Laura Fields :
Business Manager: Rebecca Counts Katrina Harlow
j
Literary Advisor: Martha Cook Joe Johnson !
Art Advisor: Barbara Bishop Pam Mayo
Rebecca Miller
Patti Pascale
Mary Shields
Lisa Spencer
Barbara Stent j
Mary E. Taylor \
Ilona WOson
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The Rotunda
Jacquline Burton
,Susan Butlin
Lisa Kowalik
Bill LeWarne
Tamara Nash
Sandy Northedge
Alan Nuss
Kay Schmidt
Larry Smith
Lisa Spencer
Gary ThomhiU
Pam Updike
Linda Wheeler
Cheryl Wilcox
Sherry Will
Editor-in-Chief: Jodi A. Kersey
Assistant Editor: Mark Karl Segal
Feature Editors: Brenda Coleman
Joe R. Johnson
Sports Editor: Dallas Bradbury
Photography Editor: Neil Sawyer
Business Manager: Robyn Black
Advertising Manager: Patti Pascale
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1980-1981 Virginian
Editor: Susan Watford
Student Life:
Beth Stewart
Lynda Whitley
faculty:
Catfiy Roach
rsces;
1 12 Hinds
nicy Bridgeforth
esc T'hotographer:
Pa.Ti Winger
Photogi phers: Jack Sendak,
Alan Nuss, Myma Harvey, Larry
Smith, Denise Locke, Brenda
Bonucelli, Frank Bowman, Don
Lamb.
Temporary Staff: Trisha Boyle,
Connie Ferrell, Kathy Wod,
Kathy Idelson, Gail Harrell,
Nancy Roane, Ann Normand,
Betty Selph, Maria Combus.
Advisor: l.B. Dent
Hunter Publishing Co.
Representative:
John Perry
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We do it all for you
The best a yearbook can be is a collection of photographs and copy that captures all of the college, its people, places, and
ideals. I knew from the beginning that I would never be able to please everyone, so basically 1 worked to achieve my goals.
"Basically, I work to please myself, but I'm one of the hardest people to please that 1 know. " 1 set out to reach my goal: to tr)-
to capture the many different things that Longwood is to its many different people. 1 hope this book will recreate for you
some aspects of the 1980-1981 year at Longwood. It has been a long time coming with heart, soul, hours of effort, tears and
laughter. If you have ever worked on a yearbook you have some idea of what it involves. There are literally thousands of
things to be done that no one would ever imagine. Actually, it is more than you care to know (much less read about). It is a
very demanding project. There is na room for mistakes or delays — most of the time you have only one opportunit\- to
"catch those fleeting moments." There were problems as there always are, some of those things that just can't be helped—
illness, conflicting schedules, rain, lost film, etc. There were staff problems as well— just priorities that were out of order, I
do want to thank those few who kept on working. You may ask why did I accept such a responsibility— actually I can't
answer that. I know that I didn't do it because of journalistic or artistic desires, the long hours, frustrations, or
disappointments of this nonpaying job, but nevertheless I was drawn to this task. I was given a challenge and a chance to
produce a tangible reflection of this past year. At times people have made me feel as though I had failed, "^bu didn't
motivate
. . . you aren't a leader ..." but when it came down to— if the yearbook was to be, it was up to me, I did what I
could. "You have only failed, when you have failed to try." I hope that you like it and that it is something that will make the
time "lost" from sleep, friends, vacations, families, and studies seem worthwile. "To appreciate fully any countrs'side you
have to live with it through all the changes in the seasons." (Elinore Graham) That is the way it is with this book, to truly
appreciate it you must have seen it through all of its stages. Now come with me and walk through— Long\\'Ood 1980-1981.
Susan Watford
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Longwood Players
Jeanette Arnold, Caren Brosi, Frank Creasy,
Suzanne Day, Buddy Bourne, NeU Sawyer, Kerry
McCarthy, Nina Leffue, Shelley Gluse, Katrina
Harlow, Genia Huff, Karen Hugheson, Rusty Hur-
ly, Marie LeMaster, Ann O'Mohundro, Dale Rol-
ler, Lissa Sandridge, Sandi Stabler, Cindy Thur-
man, Pam Updike, Ann Via, Stuart Wedel, Diane
Wright, Carol Murea, Wendy Sublett, Tracy Rice,
Lisa Howell, Jennifer Larabee, Jack Tolbert, Sherry
Forbes, Jerry Dagenhart, Myra Pierson, Faith Lan-
caster, David Wood, Carol Bryant. Advisors:
Richard Gamble, Patton Lockwood, Douglas
Young.
You only live once, and by acting you can live
a million lives.
Diane Nabatoff
Lisa Swackhammer: President
Brenda Coleman: Vice President
Ginger Moss: Secretary
Jeff Sledjeski: Treasurer
Laura Carroll: Publicity
Rob Marenick: Technical Director
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The MusU
Concert Band
Picxxjlo: Anne Hanimond, Laurie Tanner. Flute: Bonnie Harris, Deb-
orah Jochens, Andrea Mott, Becky Nunez, Deborah Peterson, Con-
rue Reeves, Lola Shartzer, Mary Anne Shirvell. E Flat Clarinet: Bar-
bara Mooney. B Flat Clarinet: Debi Dewey, Nathanial Eismann,
Mary Ibanez, Nita Richardson, Wilson Troxell, Kathy Wood, Ruth
Vaughan. Alto Clarinet: Maria Combos. Bass Clarinet: Felecia
Maruis, Sandra Walls, Michelle Wilson. Oboe: Stephenie Jones. Bas-
soon: Myra McGonigle, Diane Walker. Alto Saxphone: Lloyd Dol-
Uns, Rob Fleisher, William Nixon, Lori Thompson. Tenor Saxphone:
Darryl Balderson, Lonnie Davidson, Elliott Tiedley. Baritone Sax-
phone: William Frazier. Trumpet: Mike Derflinger, Patricia King,
Charles Lafferty, Peggy Roettger, Thomas Sullivan. Trombone:
Ronald Hurley, Kelly Mills, Peter Tideman. Euphonium: Eric Lee,
Stephanie Ibanez. Horn: Mike Laffoon, Lisa Walker. Tuba: David
Crute, Steve Hawthorne. Percussion: Alan Hoffman, Kristin Hol-
berg, Margurite Roller, Larry Smith.
Longwood Conceri
Soprano I
Nancy Agee
Beth Anderson
Cheryl Beausoleil
Diane Bennett
Sarah Bise
Bonnie Conner
Jeanne Drewer
Donna Eason
Betty Edmonds
Jeniufer Ferguson
Rose Road
Beth Gourley
Becky Helton
Karen Hughson
Elizabeth Kause
Marjorie LaReau
Care Lauck
Michelle Mason
Joanne Mosca
Susie Nuckols
Cathy Rinker
Martha Sandidge
Marcie Swale
Jeanette Van Winkle
Wanda Vincent
Susan Waddill
Cecilia White
Sue Wilkinson
Michelle Wilson
Soprano II
Vivien Anderson
Patty Carey
Julia Combs
Debby Cox
Pamela Craft
Melody Crawley
Joy Curd
Paula Dehaven
Debi Dewey
Marie Douillard
Sandra Goodwyn
Cindy Hamilton
Karen Hoffman
Laurie Hollinden
Susan Howe
Ann McGehee
Barbara Mooney
Kitty Oliver
Martha Paxton
Judy Philbrook
Kestine Roesch
Margurite RoUer
Lissa Sandridge
Diane Walker
Sandy WaUs
Rebecca Williams
Alto I
Jeanne Becker
Mary Jo Bogdon
Susan Bryant
Brenda Davis
Connie Davis
Kim Diggs
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Zhoir
Alto I (con't)
Susan Duvall
Kathy Early
Jane Elder
Kathy FuUer
Lynn Horton
Lou Howell
Leigh Ann Lilly
Shelli Miller
Rhonda Pulliam
Sharon Raunswinder
Connie Reeves
Bonnie Seemiller
Becky Taborek
Kim Walker
Cheri Williams
Alto II
Lisa Bowers
Jill Clevenger
Betsy Delong
Janice Eggleston
Katrina Harlow
Jan Hayden
Glennis Jeter
Jenny Lashley
Priscilla McCoy
Darshell Melvm
Beverly Mozingo
Theresa Ray
Cindy Riser
Chris Vontsolos
Melanie Wallack
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Cameratas
Sopranos: Andrea Mott, Connie Reeves, Margie LaReau, Kerr\- McCarthy, Sue Wilkinson, Jennifer
Ferguson, Michelle Mason, Joanne Mosca, Donna Eason. Jeanne Drewer. DauTi .Alexander. Tenors;
Gary VVyatt, Michael Gould, .'\lan Hoffman, Wilson Troxell, Rob Fleisher, Michael Lawson. Chris Pace,
Scott Noonan, Larrv Smith, .\ltos: Elaine McDonald, Brenda Da\ns. Xanc\" Heuins. Cecilia ^STiite.
Kristin Holberg, Rehee Williams, Rebecca Nunez, Betsv Duncan. Basses: Douglas Ble\-ins, Nathaniel
Eismann, Dale Roller, Trotman Simpson, Jim Thomas, "Lonrue Da\idson, Da\'ia Brooks, Jack Tolbert,
Paul Perkins, Charles Laffert\'.
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Reserved Officers' Training Corp
Cadet Captain
Janice Lembke
Cadet Lieutenant
Charles Reed
Cadet Lieutenants
Tom Cole
Dave Sawyer
Alice Tucker
Jim Cashwell
Bob Meeks
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Bill LeWarne
Elaine McDonald
Val Campbell
Dale Roller
Pam Wagner
Marjorie Croxton
Tammy Bird
Donna Hughes
Sally Lowe
Cheryl Adkins
Tracey Hormuth
Melody Crawley
Cindy Cummins
Byron Bracey
Rebecca Williams
Brenda Coleman
Christi Lewis
Betty Lou Smith
Sharon Harrup
Kelly Sanderson
Grace Ann Rodgers
Larry Smith
Debra Spencer
Cheryl Adkins
The purpose of Geist is to recognize and
encourage qualit\' achievement in schol-
arship, leadership and ser\nce; to promote
coUege lovaliU' and preser\e worthwhile
ideals and traditions of the institution; to
foster understanding and cooperation be-
tween students and faculty-. Geist is a ger-
man word signif^^ing spirit, imagination,
intelligence and soul.
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Dance Companyi
Cathy Ashby, Karen Baker, Emily Bellavigna, Lorie Blackard, Doug Blevins, Janice Boyd, Lynn Brehmer, Beth
Cardin, Ross Conners, Frank Creasy, Karen Crespo, Robbie Haneer, Lou Howell, Rebecca Johnson, Karen Raiser,
Joanne Kelarkis, Dean Lakey, Nina Leffue, Eileen Mathes, Karen Mazzona, Kuan Nguyen, Kelly Quinlan, Grace Ann
Rodgers, Jenrue Selby, Lisa Snellings, Pam Smith, Lisa Spencer, Mary Ann Vermilyea.
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Catalinas
Judy Luck (President), Beth Licari fV. Presi-
dent), Carol Boyers (Secretary), Denise
Goodie (Treasurer), Chris Tullington (Histo-
rian), Sue Hall, Lvnda Stratton, Maureen
Rogge, Trish King, kirn Guthrie, Bemie Ton-
er, Frances Vavloukis, Melanie GUbert, Pam
Mayo, Cindi Satterwhite, Jan Hamilton,
Laurie Stefaniga, A. P. Thompson, Dr. Nan-
cy Andrews.
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Baptist Student Union
Sarah Adams, Carol Atkins, Peggy
Beebee, Michelle Boyd, Donna Dix,
Donna Hughes, Tamara Nash,
Cheryl Pring, Roxanne Slaughter,
Connie Spangler, Barbara Stent,
Carolyn Turner, Pam Wagner, Fred
Campbell, Joel Black, Chris Vont-
solos, Anna Staley, Gina Garrett,
Tami Gibson, Gina Stover, Dusty
Pratt, Teresa Ray, Gail Lanier, Lynn
Horton, Lisa Morton, Pam Horton,
Andree Barsony.
Wesley Foundation
Jody Gilbert, Peggy Beebee, Jim Thomas, Lloyd Dollins, Susan Wat-
ford, Diane Davis, Cheryl Adkins, Alice Bryant, Suzanne Day, Doug
Wolfrath, Susie Nuckols, Mary Pleasant, Doris Dodson, Lisa Walker,
Malinda Ayres, Julia Lewis. Absent: Kim Upshaw, Mike Derflinger,
Michele Smith, Brenda Laws, Cindy Christensen, Betsy Duncan.
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Johns Memorial Episcopal Church
Westminister
Fellowship
Pam Slayton
Beth Joles
Karen Hoffman
Beth Anderson
Cindy Correl
Anna Harvey
Ronnie Brown
Duke Rollins
Katrina Harlow
Diane Jarvis
Bruce Henderson
Michele Lewis
Catholic
Student
Organization
Linda Wheeler
David Ross
Barbara Craigue
Eileen Gamvle
Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
Pres. Jovce Posey
V. Pres. Richard Leg^ett
V. Pres. Margie Duemor
Sec.-Treas. Janet LeaveU
Missions Chrm. Jim McGee
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FACULTY
re is quite a number of people that are vital to this
colleg^^tio, not the students, but those who are collec-
tively known as the administration, faculty, and staff.
These people have a wide variety of responsibilities. In
general they are to see to it that the students are given an
opportunity to learn. In essence, this means that they are
responsible for keeping the college functioning smooth-
ly. This includes dealing with state regulations, keeping
the heaters working properly, providing health care,
food, laundry, and seamty services. On occasion there
are conflicts in the working relationships of these people.
Some times there are internal disputes among the admi-
nistration, and other times it is the students who are
displeased with the college's bureaucracy. However, for
the goal — education— to be accomplished, everyone;
administration, faculty, staff and the students, must
work together.
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Henry I. Willett, Jr.
Longwood College President
Dr. Willett came to Longwood in 1967.
He obtained his B.A. degree in history at
Washington and Lee University, and his
Master's degree and doctorate in educa-
tional administration at the University of
Virginia. Dr. Willett and his wife have four
sons, Rodney, Scott, Todd, and Henry III,
ranging in age from 8 to 17.
Although Dr. Willett is leaving Long-
wood, he feels that the school should con-
tinue to expand its academic programs by
possibly adding a public administration
program and a special education program
to its curriculum. He feels that there will be
a demand for these jobs in the next few
years, and Longwood should be ready
with these programs when the time ar-
rives.
On leaving Longwood, Dr. Willett said
he has no regrets. "Thirteen years is long
enough for anyone in a job of this type.
Longwood will always be special to me,
but I feel it is time to move on to some-
thing different."
BOARD OF VISITORS: (seated): Mrs. J.L
Davidson, Mr. Eric L. Robinson, Mrs. E.A
West, Mr. M. Ralph Page, (standing): Mr
John R. Smyth, Mrs. W. Lloyd Anfin, Miss!
Gay Kamprmueller, Mrs. Jesse Overstreet,
Jr., Mrs. Joshua Pretlow, Mr. Thomas D.
Rust, Mr. Lester E. Andrews.
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Dr. T.C. Dalton
Administrative Assistant to the President
Mr, James L. Branscome
Vice President for Finance
Ai. Marvin Ragland
>iTector of Financial Aid
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Mr. Thomas Nanzig
Director of Housing
Dr. Jennings Co:
Director of Counseling Service
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Administration
Dr. lames Gu5sen
Assistant Dean of the College
Mr. I.B. Dent
Director of Student Activities
Mrs. Sandra Bollinger
Registrar
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The Department of Art is guided by the con-
cept that a student's education must concern
itself with creative learning and experimenta-
tion in the visual arts, as well as concept de-
velopment.
The department occupies Bedford Building,
one of the buildings of the Fine Arts Complex.
Eight studios and an outdoor work area pro-
vide space for work in two and three dimen-
sional media. The building also houses an au-
ditorium with audiovisual facilities for lec-
tures, and a gallery for exhibits by artists from
outside the college and by faculty members. In
addition, the department also sponsors ex-
hibits in Lancaster Library and Lankford. The
exhibits in the library are usually of the same
nature as those in Bedford; the exhibits in
Lankford, however, are usually by senior and
alumni art majors.
In order to give students the opportunity to
broaden their knowledge base, the Depart-
ment of Art has designed a minor program.
The art minor consists of 18 to 24 semester
hours in studio art. The purpose of this minor
is to provide a general program in art.
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PT Roger McHenry, chairman
3T Timothy Jordan
PT Thomas Stanford
Military Science
Military Science offers students learn-
ing experiences unattainable in the class-
room besides guaranteeing all of those
who successfully complete the ROTC
program a good paying job upon grad-
uation.
It is a well known fact that the Armv is
not for everyone; however, throught the
100- and 200-level Military Science
courses and the 6-week ROTC Basic
Summer Camp, without any militarv-
obligation, students are able to find out
for themselves if the Army is for them
while they earn credits for graduation.
Students also find out that the Armv is
not just for people who want to "shoot"
other people in the defense of their
country. The Army has and needs chem-
ists, computer programmers, school
teachers, hospital administrators, jour-
nalists, social workers, lav\yers, doctors,
accountants, plus many more.
The "out of classroom" or extraciu--
ricular activities offered the students just
for being enrolled in a ROTC course con-
sisted of canoe trips down the Maurv
and James Rivers, ca\ing near Blacks-
burg, rappelling, weapons firing, back-
packing, and field leadership exercises
at Fort Pickett. Trips were also made to
Fort Lee for the purpose of going
through a Leadership Reaction Course
and a Confidence Course and to Poca-
hontas State Park for land na\igation.
Militars' Science gave the students en-
rolled much, much more than a job upon
graduation and a set of gold bars.
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BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS
Mrs. Frances N. Hamlett
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Mr. John E. Carr III, chairman
Mr. Owen Fields
Mr. James Caleb
The Department of Business and Eco-
nomics is one of Longwood's most
rapidly expanding areas of study. There
are more students majoring in business
than in any other area. All business ma-
jors take a core curriculum of general
business courses. Also, the student
takes courses concentrating in one of
four areas: accounting, marketing, man-
agement, or finance.
Next year, the department plans to
offer a minor in economics which would
require 21 hours of economics courses
and 3 hours of statistics. In addition to
the new minor, there have been other
changes in the department. The first
computer for the department should be
in operation in 1981. Also, a chapter of
Delta Sigma Pi, a national business
fraternity, has recently been established.
The faculty members in the depart-
ment are unique in that all have had
practical experience in addition to class-
room training in their field of specializa-
tion. In keeping with the adage "Learn
by doing," senior business majors are
given the opportimity to spend a semes-
ter exercising their business skills in the
real world of business. The students in-
volved spend the semester working full
time in an occupation related to their
major concentration.
tvvo hundred and thirteen
two hundred and fourteen
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. John E. Arehart
The Department of Education and
Psychology offers undergraduate ma-
jors in two fields: elementary education
and psychology. A minor is also avail-
able in psychology.
The teacher education program at
Longwood has been successful in plac-
ing graduates in teaching positions at a
rate far above the national average. This
significant statistic is a result of Long-
wood's strong reputation and the excep-
tional training provided for the stu-
dents.
Mr. George P. Elliot
two hundred and fifteen
Dr. Edward D. Smith
Dr. Nancy J. Vick
Faculty Not Pictured:
Dr. Charles J. DeWitt
Mr. Joseph J. Horvat, Jr.
Dr. Louis Kovacs
Mr. James G. SUliman, Jr.
Mrs. Betty Jo Simmons
Dr. Ray B. Sizemore
Mrs. Phyllis G. Wacker
two hundred and sixteen
A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE
Mr. Edwin H. Vassar
t%s"0 himdred and seventeen
ENGLISH,
PHILOSOPHY, —
The Department of English, Philoso-
phy, and Foreign Languages presently
offers majors in English, Spanish, and
French, and minors in communications,
English, journalism, and philosophy.
Students majoring in one of these fields
normally enter the B.A. degree prog-
ram. Students seeking a minor in com-
munications take a variety of courses
from fields such as art, business, jour-
nalism, speech, and computer science.
In August of 1981, a major in philosophy
will be offered, with the first graduates
expected in 1983.
Dr. Geoffrey Orth Dr. Anthony Maurice Mr. Otis Douglas
tvk'o hundred and eighteen
l\ Dr. Massie C. Stinson, chairman
Dr. Fillmer Hevener Dr. William Frank
two hundred and nineteen
IDr. Rosemary Sprague
The faculty regularly schedviles semi-
nars on campus to present ideas about
research in progress. Often the results of
this research are written up for profes-
sional journals or as papers to be submit-
ted to professional conventions. Also,
several faculty members have recently
published books or are in the process of
publishing a book.
The department also offers a small,
intensive graduate program. 6 of the stu-
dents presently enrolled in this program
work as teaching assistants in the Writ-
ing Skills Lab. This program leads to a
Master of Arts degree in English.
Mrs. Camilla Tinnell Mr. Donald Stuart m
two hundred and twent}-'
AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Dr. Jo Leslie SneUer
Dr. Maria Silveria
Mrs. Helen Savage Dr. John Peale
two hundred and tss"enU"-one
two hundred and tv/enty-two
g^
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
Dr. Eleanor Bobbit
The Department of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation offers four
educational programs. The programs
are designed to meet the following
objectives: (1) to prepare students to
teach health and physical education in
secondary schools with an opportunity
to specialize in coaching, dance, or
elementary education; (2) to qualify' stu-
dents for careers in therapeutic re-
creation; (3) to proWde opportunities for
students to develop leisure time skills;
and (4) to provide opportunities for stu-
dents to participate in aquatic arts,
dance, and intramural and intercollegi-
ate sports.
Dr. Gerald Graham
t\s-o hundred and twent\--three
Mr. HoUis Powers Ms. Carolyn Hodges
two hundred and twent\'-four
AND RECREATION
hvo hundred and t\vent\--five
two hundred and twenty-six
The Department of History and Gov-
ernment enjoys a rich tradition of excell-
ence groxmded in the scholarship of an
eminent historian and long-time mem-
ber of the history faailty, the late Dr.
Frands Butler Siinkins. An able and pro-
fessionally active faculty offers the se-
rious student the personal counsel and
quality instruction essential to a soxind
imdergraduate program. It is some mea-
sure of the department's stature that its
members, though few in number, have
produced six books in the fields of his-
tory and government over the past five
years.
The department offers major prog-
rams in history and government ciilmi-
nating in either the Bachelor of Arts or
the Bachelor of Science degree. Special
curricula for history and government
majors interested in a career in law are
also provided. Minor programs in both
history and government are available to
all students.
HISTORY AND
GOVERNMENT
The departmental faculty has always
taken special pride in its majors and in
their accomplishments. Qualified ma-
jors are encouraged to consider graduate
study, and the department can point
with great satisfaction to the outstand-
ing records compiled by those who have
gone on to pursue advanced work at
such prestigious institutions as Duke,
North Carolina, New Mexico, Minneso-
ta, Vanderbilt, and Virginia. Recent ma-
jors entering graduate programs have
been uniformly successful at both the
M.A. and Ph.D. levels.
Dr. Maurice P. Sneller
Mr. Richard T. Couture
tivo hundred and tsvent\--seven
HOME ECONOMICS
Mrs. Melinda Fowlkes
Dr. Marguerite Griffith
Miss Eva McCreary
The Department of Home Economics
offers the Bachelor of Science degree
with five options: Clothing and Textiles,
Fashion Merchandising, Food and
Nutrition, General Home Economics,
and Home Economics Education. In the
spring of 1981 a two-year dietetic curricu-
lum was initiated and approved. The
cooperating institution is Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State Universi-
ty. Two minors are available to non-
home economics majors: Clothing and
Textiles, and Food and Nutrition.
The department utilizes two build-
ings: the Coyner Building (1970) and the
Worthy Johnson Crafts House. The
Coyner Building includes a child de-
velopment laboratory which operates
daily for four-year-old children; a foods
laboratory; a clothing and textiles labor-
atory; and supportive facilities are pro-
vided for the teaching of presentation
techniques, housing, equipment, and
home furnishings.
The two active student organizations
are Kappa Omicron Phi and the Student
Member Section of the Virginia Home
Economics Association.
two hundred and twenty-eight
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Mrs. Polly Boaz
Miss Mary Jo Dollins
Mrs. Martha LeStourgeon, chairman
The Library is completely air-
conditioned. Its three floors include in-
dividual study carrels, graduate studv
rooms, a t\'ping room, and facult\- car-
rels. The main book collection, approx-
imately 186,582 volumes, is available on
open shelves to all users with reading
and informal lounge areas interspersed
among the book areas.
The Library Science Department
offers courses leading to a minor in Lib-
rary Science and or to State endorse-
ment as a school librarian.
Mrs. Marilyn Osbom, nursery school director
Mrs. Ann Sloan Thompson, chairman
two hundred and t\vent\--nine
two hundred and thirty
MATHEMATICS AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Dr. Merry Lewis Allen, chairman
Dr. William Hightower
The Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science offers an under-
graduate major in mathematics and
minors in both mathematics and compu-
ter science. All mathematics majors take
a core of courses in calculus, linear algeb-
ra, and probability, and select the re-
maining courses according to career in-
terests in teaching, research, or employ-
ment as a mathematician or computer
scientist in business, industry, or gov-
ernment. The Department also offers
courses to enable students in other ma-
jors to earn teaching certification in both
prealgebra and secondary school
mathematics. A variety of computer sci-
ence offerings is made giv^g students
programming experience in BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBOL, APL, and PAS-
CAL at both Longwood's HP-3000 and
the department's TRS-80 computers.
Dr. Jean Noone
two hundred and thirt\--one
two hundred and thirty-two
MUSIC
The Department of Music provides
undergraduate preparation for students
interested in either teaching or perform-
ing music. Students may also prepare for
further advanced studies in graduate
schools. Additionally, opportunities are
made available for all interested stu-
dents to have relevant musical experi-
ences through participation in various
ensembles and private applied music
lessons.
The department offers a minor in
music which consists of 24 hours. Non-
majors may elect to continue a study of
applied music or even to register as a
beginner in an applied area.
The Music Department has 10 full time
and 6 part time instructors. They are
artist teachers who are well-known
throughout Virginia and the Eastern half
of the United States for their enviable
musical achievements.
Miss Frieda Myers
Mr. Darrell Harbaum
two hundred and thirt%--three
NATURAL SCIENCES
two hundred and thirtv-four
Dr. David Breil
Mr. James Curly
Mr. John A. Hardy III
The Department of Natural Sciences
offers a wide selection of programs de-
signed to provide the foundation for ex-
citing careers in the sciences. The de-
partment offers courses leading to a ma-
jor in biology; biology with emphasis in
environmental science; chemistry;
physics; earth science; physics with
emphasis in pre-medicine and bioph-
ysics; a multi-disciplinary program lead-
ing to teaching certification in 3 fields of
general science, mathematics, and
physics; and courses which meet the re-
quirements in the medically oriented
pre-professional programs. Qualified
majors are encouraged to enroll in the
tutorial courses; special programs in the
natural sciences; or a program of honors
study.
two hundred and thirt\--fi\'e
Mr. Wayne Meshejian Dr. Maurice Maxwell
two hundred and thirty-six
NATURAL SCIENCES
Dr. Charles F. Lane
two hundred and thirts--seven
Sociology
Anthropology
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology offers
a major in sociology and minors in sociology and anthro-
pology. The department also provides scholarly and
cultural enrichment to the academic community through
its annual Visiting Scholar Series and Anthropology Film
Series. The curriculum prepares students for employ-
ment in business, industry, or related fields; advanced
studies in law or medicine; graduate work in sociology or
anthropology; or undergraduate studies which enhance
their knowledge of the structure and functioning of hu-
man societies.
two hundred and thirty-eight
Dr. Mary G. Cristo
Dr. Henry K. Townsend
Speech and Dramatic Arts
The Department of Speech and Dramatic Arts, and in
conjunction with the University of Virginia, also offers a
progrann that leads to a degree in Speech Pathology, A
student in the Speech Pathology program spends 3 years
at Longwood, and a fourth year in residence at the Uni-
versity of Virginia. In addition, the Department's course
offerings enable students in teacher education to certify in
either speech or dramatic arts or both. The Department
also participates in an inter-departmental program in com-
munications. For those students wishing to develop skills
in public speaking and oral interpretation, forensics
courses are available without prerequisite. These courses
are designed for those planning to enter occupations
which require effective speech communication such as
teaching, business administration, personnel work, social
work, and government service. Videotape facilities are
available and may be used in evaluating speech perform-
ance. Non-majors, as well as majors, may also participate
and receive academic credit for work in the major theatric-
al productions of the Longwood Players and the Depart-
ment of Speech and Dramatic Arts.
Dr. Patton Lockwood, chairman
Dr. Douglas Young
Social Work
"
... To Promote The
General Welfare/'
Ats. Sarah V. Young
Ai. George Stomkinis, chairman
t^vo hundred and thirt%--nine
Our Staff— Our Friends
Doris Carey, Blackwell
Dining Hall Supervisor
''Nighty-Watch"
Buddy Campbell
Chief Cornelius H. Smith
two hundred and forty
. . thank you
two hundred and fort\--one
Color Class Spirit
Class of '81 and '83
Gang-Green
Senior Class Officers
President: Jan Jennings
V. President: Linda PaschaU
Secretary: Robin Black
Treasurer: Kelly Sanderson
Sophomore Class Officers
President: Michelle Lewis
V. President: Suzanne Frailey
Secretary: Tamara Nash
Treasurer: Connie Davis
two hundred and forty-two
Class of '82 and '84
Freshmen Class Officers
President: Patrida Bovle
V. President: Leigh Anne
Goddin
Secretary: Kim Brodrick
Treasurer: Debbie Peterson
two hundred and fort\--three
Believe It or Not . . .
There were times at Longwood when:
* It was lights out at 11:00 for the freshmen, so they
hid in the bathrooms to study.
* You couldn't drink within the town limits of
FarmvOle — taxi loads of students
would go to "Leo's" (a beer place at
Dowdy's Corner,) just outside the town limits.
* There was no Oktoberfest — only "Circus" a homecoming weekend
for alums.
* Girls were required to wear a hat to church (yes,
everyone had to go to church).
* There was no McDonalds . . . can you imagine?
* Freshmen were known as "rats" and had to wear
beanies.
* Raincoats were worn over nightgowns to breakfast
and to class.
* The dormroom door had to be left open and feet had to
be kept on the floor when you had a visitor.
* It was 107° for ten days straight.
* The students lived with the college president, and
he was their legal guardian.
* Girls sunbathed on the roof in dyed underwear and bras.
* A date had to come calling for his girl at the
Rotunda, and wait for her in the parlor.
You know you are at Longwood when:
*You look at the parking lot on Friday afternoon
and it is empty.
* You are in a hurry to eat and they won't let you
in the dining hall because you don't have
a party of eight.
* You go to the snackbar on Friday afternoon and
half of the college is there.
* You have to grab a donut for breakfast, as it is being
carted away at 8:59 a.m.
* You hear talk of a "CHI walk."
* Joan of Arc is sometimes referred to as
"Joni on the pony," or "Joni on the stony."
* "Green" and "Red" combines to make "Blue."
* The term "hamster" does not mean a little furry
animal, but an "animal" from Hampden Sydney College.
two hundred and forty-four
pand Praises to . .
.
Jean Doss and Ann White, for many things
Hoke Currie and all the Sports Information Staff
The Public Affairs Office
The Admissions Group for their help and slides
Mr. Houston Hatcher, for his help in duplicating
Mr. Jack Gilbert, for donating the opening photograph
The Rotunda
Lenox Studio
Those who had no direct input to the book, but were
of some support or inspiration to me.
Those cooperative faculty and staff members
Alumni, who attended Founder's Day 1981
The Farmville Herald, for photographs
The staff, they know who they are
The Hunter Publishing representative, John Perry
My typists . .
.
Friends who put up with me even when I was
discouraged, upset, and didn't always have the time
Advisor, Mr. I.B. Dent
My FAMILY — who earned their apprenticeship in publishing
Dad, for pushing me to finish even when I was discouraged
and making me laugh . . .
Mom, everything because she did everything and was ahvavs
trying to help and she did just by being there . .
.
Sister, for her typing . . .
and most of all PTL . . .
two himdred and fort\"-five
two hundred and forty-sLx
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two hundred and iortv se\en
The moment may be temporary but the mem-
ory IS forever.




